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ABSTRACT 
 
Kurniyatin. 2017. An analysis of Politeness Strategies used by Teacher and Students in 
English Class at MTs NU Assalam Kudus. Thesis. English Education Study Program, Islamic 
Education and Teacher Training Faculty, The State Islamic Institute of Surakarta. 
Advisor : Rochmat Budi Santoso, S. Pd, M. Pd. 
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This research was conducted to analyze the politeness strategy used by teacher and 
students in English class. The research describes what kinds of politeness strategy used by 
teacher and what kinds of politeness strategy used by students in English class. The research 
uses pragmatic approach with politeness strategy as the field of study.  
This research was descriptive qualitative research. The subject of this research was 
an English teacher and students of 9C class of MTs NU Assalam Kudus. Reseacher did 
observation and interview to collect the data. Researcher did some step to analyze the data, 
namely; data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing and verification. Researcher 
used Brown and Levinson‟s politeness strategies theory, namely; bald-on record, positive 
politeness, negative politeness, and off-record. 
  The result of this research showed that there are four strategies employed by the 
teacher and students in English class. The strategies are bald on record, positive politeness 
strategy, negative politeness strategy, and off record strategy. From 104 of teacher‟s 
utterances, 64 of them identified as bald on record, 15 as positive politeness, 4 as negative 
politeness, and 21 as off record. It meant that 61,5% were bald on record, 14,4% as positive 
politeness, 3,8% as negative politeness, and 20,2% as off record strategy. Bald on record 
strategy dominated the use of politeness strategy by teacher during learning process. 
Meanwhile, from 23 of students utterances, 2 as bald on record, 15 as positive politeness, 1 as 
negative politeness, and 9 as off record strategy. It meant that 9% were used bald on record, 
70% used positive politeness, 17 used negative politeness, and 4% used off record strategy. 
Therefore, positive politeness strategy is mostly used by the students in learning process. The 
study shows that; bald on record used in the situation which speaker wants to achieve the 
maximum efficiency of his utterance, politeness strategy used in the condition in which 
speaker tries to minimize the distance between expressing an interest, negative politeness 
strategy which is used in the situation in which speaker has the main focus on assuming that 
he may be imposing and intruding on hearer‟s space, and last off record strategy which is 
used in the condition. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. The Background of Study 
 The student-teacher ethics is one of problems in education. In 
education, some aspects cannot be separated from teaching learning process 
and interaction between students and teachers. Ethical problem is a first 
problem appeared in a human being, ideally as well as ethical issues are real 
and normative issues. In the past, the teaching learning process between 
students and teachers has to respect and appreciate each other that different 
from now. 
In example, they consider the teacher as a friend, so they are free to 
say anything or call the teacher by using any greeting. In a sense, there is no 
gap visible between teachers and students in their relation. The status or 
position of them is different, as a teacher, and one as a student. But they did 
not make this status as a barrier which is preventing the intense both to 
communicate or associate. In this case, many disagreements / 
misunderstanding are occurred. Some people think it is fine, as long as they 
know the limitations. However, there are also prohibiting or considered that it 
is taboo, with the reason that it could damage the teacher‟s image. When a 
teacher closed to the student, the student may no longer have any respect with 
 
 
 
 
the teacher. Even when they meet, then they greet his teacher at school like a 
friend. 
 As an example, when students meet their teacher in the street of home. 
The teacher asks them, “Meh podo nyandi?”.  Then one of them answers, 
“Dolan lah pak, cah enom kok.” Maybe some people who look this event 
think that it is taboo, because they are talking with their teacher. However, 
some people may think that it is fine, because it is occurred out of the school. 
For the students and teacher, it will be polite, because the solidarity between 
them.  
 A student should have a polite attitude and respect towards their 
teacher. Jauhari Muchtar  (2008: 161) states that students‟politenesses toward 
their teacher include: 
Mengucapkan salam apabila bertemu dengannya, bertutur kata 
dan bersikap sopan apabila berhadapan dengannya, 
mengamalkan ilmu  yang telah didapat dengan benar, jangan 
tertawa jika berbicara  dengan guru ,………, membantu 
 serta mendoakan guru agar  diberi keberkahan oleh Allah 
SWT. 
 
Instead of a teacher should be able to educate and train students to be polite. 
Marimba (1981: 39) said, “Guru harus mampu menjadi contoh dan teladan 
bagi murid sekaligus tempat beradaptasi dan mampu menyamakan diri. 
 In a situation where people are obligated to create a polite 
conversation, they will choose certain strategies to have polite conversation in 
order to maintain the communication. People do this in order to get their 
conversation to run well and more acceptable by the others. Politeness 
 
 
 
 
strategies are very important to investigate as it is used by people in their 
social interactions and in the specific contexts, knowing what to say, how to 
say, when to say, and to be with other people (Yule, 1996: 60-61).  
 According to Brown and Levinson (1987: 65), they are four strategies 
to face it; bald on record, negative politeness, positive politeness, and off-
record strategy. Bald on-Record is mostly used by the speakers having 
intimate relationship with the addressee. Brown and Levinson (1987: 95) state 
that speaker mostly uses bald on record strategy when he wants to do FTA 
(Face Threatening Acts) with maximum efficiency toward the hearer‟s face. 
Politeness strategy is the strategy which is oriented by the speaker toward the 
positive face or the positive self-image of the hearer that the speaker claims 
for himself. Negative politeness strategy is regressive action addressed to the 
addressee‟s negative face: his want to have his freedom of action unhindered 
and his attention unimpeded. Unlike positive politeness which is free ranging, 
negative politeness is specific and focused; it performs the function of 
minimizing the particular imposition that the FTA unavoidably effects. The 
last, the speaker uses off record strategy when he wants to do an FTA, but 
wants to avoid the responsibility for doing it. 
 In this research, the researcher took a thesis and two journals as 
previous study to support her study in the scope of politeness strategy. First, a 
thesis entitled “Politeness In Requesting And Refusing Teacher‟s Instruction 
In English Teaching Learning Of The Third Grade Students At Smp N 06 
Salatiga 2011/2012”. The research was done by Faridotus Sholichah from 
 
 
 
 
The State Institute Islamic Studies (STAIN) Salatiga. In the research, the 
researcher made research on the three problem statements; they were, what 
are the types of instructional activities used in English teaching learning 
process of the third grade students of SMP N 06 Salatiga, what are the types 
of politeness strategies used in English teaching learning process of the third 
grade students of SMP N 06 Salatiga, what kinds of politeness used in English 
teaching learning process of the third grade students of SMP N 06 Salatiga. 
The researcher employed a descriptive qualitative method. The result of this 
study shows that there are three types of instructional activities; these are 
motivating students (2 expressions), helping students recall prerequisites (2 
expressions) and providing practice and feedback (1 expression). From 
politeness strategy, teacher use four types of them, Bald on Record (12 
expressions), Positive Politeness (3 expression), Negative Politeness (6 
expression), and Off- record (2 expression). In addition, there are 7 
expressions are polite request and there is no polite refusal. From that result, 
the writer concludes that teacher often to use Bald on Record by reasoning 
that it types of politeness strategy is clearer and more assertive than others to 
be done in learning process.    
 Second, a thesis entitled “Realization of politeness strategy inTeacher- 
Student EFL classroom Interaction (A Pragmatic study in SMP 
Muhammadiyah 7 Semarang in Academic Year 2015/ 2016). This study 
aimed to investigate the types of politeness strategies used by teachers and 
students in interaction, to explain the reason why the teacher and students use 
 
 
 
 
those types of politeness strategy, and to find out the relation of the politeness 
strategies towards interactions in SMP Muhammadiyah 7 Semarang. The 
result of the study show (1) Politeness conveyed through five strategies, 
namely: bald- on record, positive politeness, negative politeness, off record, 
and saying nothing; (2) Positive politeness was used by the teacher to 
encourage students to use polite language in their interaction, while students 
mostly used positive politeness too in teacher-students interaction because of 
the power of teacher; and (3) The relation of the politeness with interaction 
are: create efficient interaction in the process of teaching and learning, respect 
communication, togetherness between teacher and students, cooperate 
interaction between teacher and students, create good condition and influence 
the students using politeness. Those aspects can motivate students and also 
develop a meaningful teaching and learning process.  
 Third, a journal entitled “An Analysis on Teachers‟ Politeness 
Strategy and Student‟s Compliance in Teaching Learning Process at SD 
Negeri 024184 Binjai Timur Binjai –North Sumatra-Indonesia. This research 
was done by Sondang Manik from HKPB Nommensen University, Medan, 
Indonesia.   
 This study aimed to find out the politeness strategies used by the 
teachers and how the politeness affected to the student‟s compliance. The 
focus was on directive and expressive speech acts. The result of this study 
were: 1) The teachers of class II-A and II-B of one school in Binjai used four 
out of six types of politeness principles in directive and expressive speech act 
 
 
 
 
to communicate with the students at school. They were tact maxim, generosity 
maxim, approbation maxim and agreement maxim; 2) The dominant type of 
politeness principles used by the teachers of class II-A and II-B was tact 
maxim as the teachers were easier and felt more appropriate in using this type 
in directive speech acts as mostly focused on by the researcher; 3) The 
students of class II-A and II-B at SD Negeri 024184 Binjai didn‟t comply 
with all the teachers‟ utterances although they were already in polite way. 
They gave their compliances to some teachers‟ utterances or commands but in 
other way they ignored other teacher‟s utterances. This was because of the 
influence of positive emotions and also strongly affected by their lack of 
pragmatic competence.   
The difference of this research with other is that the research was done 
in the Islamic boarding school. Islamic boarding school is a traditional 
education that the students lived with and studied under the „guidance of a 
teacher who is known as Kyai and have a place to stay hostel for students. 
These students were in a complex that also provided the mosque for worship, 
spaces to study, and other religious activities. 
  The researcher chose MTs NU Assalam Kudus as the object of 
research. MTs NU Assalam Kudus is one of Islamic Boarding School in 
Kudus.  It is located in Kudus-Purwodadi Street, KM. 05, Tanjungkarang, 
Jati, Kudus.  
 The researcher was interested on find out the utterance between 
teacher and students in English class based on politeness strategy theory from 
 
 
 
 
Brown and Levinson. The researcher chose Miss Laili (English teacher) and 
class 9C of MTs NU Assalam Kudus as the object of this research. The 
researcher has some reason why the researcher chose this class. First, Ninth 
Grade students were the oldest students in MTs NU Assalam Kudus. They 
should give a good example like being polite with others, especially their 
teacher. Second, class 9C was an active class. The students of 9C were the 
students that have good achievement.  
The researcher would like to observe four meetings in this class. The 
reason is the researcher wants to know the consistence of teacher and 
students‟ utterance in using politeness strategies during learning process. 
Based on the description above, the research entitled “An analysis of 
politeness strategies used by teacher and students in English class at MTs NU 
Assalam Kudus” was significant to be conducted. 
 
B. Identification of Study 
 Based on the background of the study presented in the previous part, 
the research question that researcher would like to answer are: 
1. What are politeness strategies used by teacher in MTs NU Assalam 
Kudus? 
2. What are politeness strategies used by students in English class at MTs 
NU Assalam Kudus? 
 
 
 
 
3. How should teacher use their politeness strategy toward students on 
teaching process? 
4. How is the students‟ response toward politeness strategy on the teacher 
instruction? 
5. What is dominant politeness strategies used by teacher and students in 
English class at MTs NU Assalam Kudus? 
6. What are the reasons of teacher and students for using politeness strategy 
in English class at MTs NU Assalam Kudus? 
7. How did the politeness strategies employed by teachers on teaching 
process? 
 
C. Problem Statement 
 Based on the above background of the study research, problem on this 
research can be divided into: 
1. What are types of politeness strategies in Brown and Levinson theory used 
by teacher in English class at MTs NU Assalam Kudus? 
2. What are types of politeness strategies in Brown and Levinson theory used 
by students in English class at MTs NU Assalam Kudus? 
 
D. Limitation of Study 
 In this research, the researcher analyzed Politeness Strategies used by 
teacher and students in English class at MTs NU Assalam Kudus. The 
 
 
 
 
analysis would be based on the conversational data related with teacher and 
students‟ utterance. The researcher focused on teacher and the students of 
class 9C. 
 The discussion is emphasized on the use of politeness strategies, 
which is based on Brown and Levisons‟ theory that classifies the strategies 
into bald on-record, positive politeness, negative politeness, and off record. 
E. The Objectives of Study 
  The objectives of this research are: 
1. To know politeness strategy used by teacher in English class at MTs NU 
Assalam Kudus. 
2. To know politeness strategy used by students in English class at MTs NU 
Assalam Kudus. 
 
F. The Benefits of The Study 
The researcher hoped this research on politeness strategy used by 
teacher and students in English class at MTs NU Assalam Kudus has some 
benefits both theoretical and practical. 
1. Theoretical Benefits 
 In theoretical benefit, the teacher and students on learning process can 
use the research finding. 
a. The students 
 
 
 
 
1) The students will understand more about the using of politeness 
strategy. 
2) The students will understand more about the types of politeness 
strategies. 
 
b. The teacher 
 This result of the research can use as reference in English 
teaching, especially on the using of politeness strategy. 
2. Practical Benefits 
 In practical benefit, the research finding could be used by the other 
researcher and the author. 
a. Another researcher  
 The result of this research can help the other researcher to get 
information needed in his or her research about the using of politeness 
strategy. 
b. Author 
 The author can get the large knowledge and experience about 
the using of politeness strategy. 
G. Definition of Key Terms 
 In order to avoid misinterpretation about the use of terms; it is 
important for the researcher to give the suitable meaning of the key terms. 
Some terms are defined as follows: 
 
 
 
 
1. Politeness strategies are very important to investigate as it is used by 
people in their social interactions and in the specific contexts, knowing 
what to say, how to say, when to say, and to be with other people (Yule, 
1996).  
2. Teacher is someone whose job is to teach in a school or college 
(Linguistic Dictionary). 
3. Student is a person who is learning at a school, college or university 
(Linguistic Dictionary). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
A. Pragmatic 
 Pragmatics deal with the study of the ability of natural language speaking to communicate more than one language than which is explicitly stated. In philosophy of language, a natural language or sometimes called ordinary language is a language which is spoken, written, or signed by human beings for general 
purpose of communication. 
 With the different term, Thomas (1995:22) defines pragmatics as meaning in interaction. He claims that to interpret speaker meaning, it involves the negotiation of meaning between speaker and hearer, the context of utterance) physical, social and linguistic) and the meaning potential of an utterance. It is because 
meaning in interaction is not something which is inherent in the words alone, 
nor is produced by the speaker or the hearer alone, but it relates to context and 
meaning potential of an utterance. 
 Thomas‟s definition was later developed by Yule (1996:3) who divides the definition of pragmatics into four: 
1. Pragmatics is the study of speaker meaning 
People don‟t always say what they mean to say. They mean much 
more than their words actually say. Pragmatics deal with the study of 
meaning uttered by the speaker and interpreted by listener. Thus it 
analyzed the meaning behind what people say rather than what the words 
might mean by themselves. 
2. Pragmatics is the study of contextual meaning  
In saying something, people also consider to whom they are 
talking to, where, when, and under what circumstances. It is because a 
particular context may influence what is said by the speaker. 
3. Pragmatics is the study of how more gets communicated than what it said.  
 
 
 
 
In other words, pragmatics is the study of „invisible meaning‟; it 
explores how a great deal of what is unsaid is recognized as part of what is 
communicated. 
4. Pragmatics is the study of expression of relative distance 
People will not say anything to anyone whom they don‟t recognize 
well. Hence, closeness whether it physical, social or conceptual, implies 
shared experience. 
Based on some of the above opinion, it can be affirmed that 
pragmatics is the branch of science that studies the structure of language 
externally language which is related to how the language unit used in 
communication. Pragmatics basically investigate what is the meaning behind 
the speech related to the context encapsulating than the language, so that the 
basis of the understanding of the pragmatics is the relationship between the 
language of the context. 
 
 
 
B. Politeness Strategies 
Brown and Levinson (1987: 68-71) have divided the politeness strategies 
according to how much the speakers and hearers minimize the threat when 
they are having conversation. The strategies range from doing the FTA (Face 
Threatening Acts) directly without minimizing the threat at all to not doing 
the FTA. They are bald on-record, positive politeness, negative politeness, 
 
 
 
 
and off record strategy. For more complete explanation, below is the 
classification of the theory of politeness strategy by Brown and Levinson 
1. Bald on-Record 
In the bald on record strategy, the speaker does nothing to minimize 
threats to the hearer‟s face. The reason for its usage is that whenever a 
speaker (S) wants to do the FTA with maximum efficiency more than he 
or she wants to satisfy the hearer‟s (Hs) face, even to any degree, the bald 
on record strategy chosen according to Brown and Levinson (1987:95). 
There are two kinds of bald on record usage 
a. Non-minimization of the face threat  
Non-minimization of the face threat is the standard uses of bald 
on record usage where other demands override face concerns. S and H 
both agree that the relevance of face demands may be suspended in the 
interest of urgency or efficiency. This strategy is often most utilized in 
situations where the speaker has a close relationship with the audience.  
1) Strategy 1: Maximum efficiency  
This strategy is known to speaker (S) and hearer (H) where face 
redress is not require, it is quoted in Brown and Levinson 
(1987:96). In case of great urgency or desperation, redress actually 
decreases the communicated urgency.  
For examples: 
a) HURRY!!!  
b) Listen to me!  
 
 
 
 
2) Strategy 2: Metaphorical urgency for emphasis  
Quoted in the theory of Brown and Levinson (1987:96), This 
strategy is used when speaker (S) speaks as if maximum efficiency 
is very important, it will provide metaphorical urgency for 
emphasis. Examples:  
a) Here, a cup of tea for you…  
b) Wait, she wants you to consider it…  
3) Strategy 3 metaphorical urgency for high valuation of hearer‟s 
friendship  
According to the theory of Brown and Levinson (1987:96), this 
strategy describes why orders and begging, which have inverted 
assumptions about the relative status of S and H, seem to occur in 
many languages with the same superficial syntax-namely, 
imperatives. This is the example:  
a) Pardon me.  
4) Strategy 4: case of channel noise  
Brown and Levinson (1987:96) stated this strategy happens where 
communication difficulties exploit pressure to speak with 
maximum efficiency such as calling across a distance. For 
example: “Come here now! “ 
5) Strategy 5: task oriented/paradigmatic form of instruction  
In this kind of interaction, face redress will be irrelevant (Brown 
Levinson, 1987 :97). Example: Before you‟re very eyes.  
 
 
 
 
6) Strategy 6: power different between S and H (S is higher)  
In the theory of Brown and Levinson (1987:97) this strategy used 
commonly when there are difference between speaker (S) and 
hearer (H),either because S is more powerful than H and does not 
fear retribution or non-cooperation from H. s does not have to 
redress the expression in order to satisfy H‟s face.  
For example: 
a) “Absolutely, my lord.” 
b) Send me the report, Suti.  
7) Strategy 7: Sympathetic advice or warnings  
Based on the theory of politeness strategy by Brown and Levinson 
(1987:97), speakers (S) does care about H and therefore about H‟s 
positive face, so that no redress is required.  
For examples:  
a) Watch out! The cliff is very steep.  
b) Thank you for your kindness.  
8) Strategy 8: Permission that H has requested  
Granting permission that hearer (H) has requested may baldly on 
record based on the theory of Brown and Levinson (1987:98). This 
is the example: “Yes, you should listen to her”. 
b. FTA- oriented bald on record usage  
The theory of Brown and Levinson (1987:98) stated the use of bald on 
record is actually oriented to face. In other words, it is used where face 
 
 
 
 
involves mutual orientation, so that each participant attempts to 
foresee what the other participant is attempting to foresee. For in 
certain circumstances it is reasonable for S to assume that H will be 
especially worried with H‟s potential violation or S‟s maintaining.  
1) Strategy 1: Welcoming based on the theory of Brown and 
Levinson (1987:99), it is used when speaker insist that hearer may 
impose on his negative face. For example, “Good evening”. 
2) Strategy 2: Farewells based on Brown and Levinson (1987:100), it 
is used when speaker insist that hearer may transgress on his 
positive face by taking his leave. For example, “See you when I 
see you”. 
3) Strategy 3: Offers, used when speaker insist that hearer may 
impose on speaker‟s negative face (Brown and Levinson 
,1987:100). For example: 
a) Take this!”. 
b) Go away! 
 
2. Positive Politeness Strategy 
 Brown and Levinson (1987: 70) give definition that politeness is the 
strategy which is oriented by the speaker toward the positive face or the 
positive self-image of the hearer that the speaker claims for himself. The 
speaker can satisfy the addressee‟s positive face wants by emphasizing 
that speaker wants what the hearer‟s wants. Positive politeness techniques 
 
 
 
 
are usable not only for FTA redress, but as kind of social accelerator 
which indicates that speaker wants to come closer to hearer. Brown and 
Levinson (1987: 103-129) divide positive politeness strategy into 15 
strategies. They are: 
a. Strategy 1: Notice, attend to Hearer (his interest, wants, needs, goods) 
 The strategy suggests that S (speaker) should take notice as 
aspects of hearer‟s condition of the listener (the changes can also note, 
common ownership, and everything that listeners want to be noticed 
and recognized by the speakers). For example: 
“Bayu, you‟re really good at solving computer problems. I wonder if 
you could just help me with a little problem I have got.” 
 The speaker knows that Bayu is good at solving computer 
problems. Therefore, when he or she has a problem, he asks Bayu to 
help him or her. Before the speaker asks him, he or she tries to satisfy 
Bayu‟s positive face by praising Bayu‟s ability in solving computer 
problem. Thus, Bayu feels good and tries to help the speaker to solve 
his or her problem.  
b. Strategy 2: Exaggerate (interest, approval, sympathy with H) 
 This strategy is often done with exaggerated intonation, stress, 
and other aspects of prosodic, as well as intensifying modifiers.  
Example:  
“Oh Anne, so beautiful you are. Just the girl I wanted to see. I knew 
I‟d met you here. Could you spare me a couple of minute?” 
 
 
 
 
 The utterance above shoes that the speaker is glad to see Anne. 
The speaker indicates his or her exaggeration by saying that Anne is 
beautiful and the only person he or she wants to meet. Anne gets 
satisfied because the speaker gives interest to her by exaggerating. 
Therefore, Anne does not feel disturbed to spare her time.    
c. Strategy 3: intensify interest to H 
 Another way for S to communicate to Herare (H) that he shares 
his wants is to intensify the interest of S‟s own contributions to the 
conversation, by „making good story‟. 
Example: 
“I came down the stairs, and what do you think I see? – a hug mess 
all over the place, the phone‟s off the hook and clothe are scattered 
all over…” (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 106) 
 Before the speaker tells the story, he or she tries to get the 
hearer‟s attention by saying “and what do you think I see?”. This 
phrase makes the hearer interested in listening to his or her story. It 
shows that the speaker has saved the hearer‟s positive face because 
the speaker has made the hearer involved in the discussion.  
d. Strategy 4: use in-group identity markers (addressed forms, dialect, 
jargon or slang) 
 This strategy is done by using innumerable address forms to 
indicate that S and H belong to some set of persons who share specific 
wants. In conveying of group member, the speaker can use terms such 
 
 
 
 
as, mac, mate, buddy, pal, honey, dear, duckie, luv, babe, Mom, 
blondie, brother, sister, cutie, sweetheart, guys, fella, etc. In 
Indonesian use terms such as, kawan, say, bo‟, eke, dsb.   
Example:  
“Help me with this bag here, will you darling?  
 The example above shows that the speaker employs positive 
politeness by using in-group identity markers. The identity marker 
“darling” might be another address form from his friend. The speaker 
uses these words to minimize the threat as he or she is asking the 
hearer to help him or her. Therefore, the hearer‟s positive face is saved 
because he has been treated as a member of the same group. 
e. Strategy 5: seek agreement (safe topics, repetition) 
 Another way to save positive face of H is to seek ways in 
which it is possible to agree with him. Seek agreement may be stressed 
by raising weather topics and repeating what the preceding speaker has 
said in a conversation. There are two ways: safe topics and repetition 
(Brown and Levinson, 1987:112).  
1) The raising of „safe topics‟ allows the speaker to stress his 
agreement with the hearer that the hearer‟s opinion is right. The 
speaker corroborates in his opinions and therefore to satisfy the 
hearer‟s positive face. For example, if your neighbor comes home 
with a new car and you think that it is hideously huge and 
pollution producing, you might still be able to say sincerely “Isn‟t 
 
 
 
 
your new car a beautiful color!”.  Hence, your neighbour‟ positive 
face is safe because we do not tell him about his dreadful car.  
2) Agreement may also be stressed by repeating a part or what the 
entire preceding the speaker has said in a conversation. It is not 
only used to demonstrate that one has heard correct what was said 
but also used to stress emotional agreement with the utterance (or 
to stress interest and surprise).   
 For example:  
 A : I had a flat tyre on the way home. 
 B : Oh God, a flat tyre! 
(Brown and Levinson, 1987: 113) 
 The example above shows how B uses agreement by repeating 
part of what A has said. It is used to show his or her cooperation with 
his or her boss. Thus, A feels satisfied because B appreciates his or 
him.  
f. Strategy 6: avoid disagreement 
 The desire to agree or appear to agree with H leads to 
mechanisms for pretending to agree. Using this strategy, speakers may 
go in twisting their utterances to agree or to hide disagreement. There 
are four ways to avoid disagreement namely by means of token 
agreement, pseudo agreement, white lies, and hedging opinion.   
1) For instances of „token‟ agreement are the desire to agree or appear 
to agree with the hearer leads also to mechanism for pretending to 
 
 
 
 
agree (Brown and Levinson, 1987:113). The remarkable degree to 
which speakers may go in twisting their utterances so as to appear 
to agree or to hide disagreement-to respond to a preceding 
utterances with „Yes, but…‟ in effect, rather than „No‟.  
For example:  
Adam : What is she, small ?   
Bryan : Yes, yes, she‟s small, smallish, um, not really small but 
certainly not very big.  
   (Brown and Levinson, 1987:114)       
 The example above shows that Bryan avoids disagreement. In 
this case, Bryan disagrees with the Adam‟s opinion. In order to 
minimize FTA, Bryan chooses to say „yes‟ rather than „no‟. 
Therefore, the Adam‟s positive face is fulfilled because he feels 
that his opinion is not wrong. 
2) Pseudoagreement is found in English in the use of then as a 
conclusory marker, an indication that the speaker is drawing a 
conclusion to a line of reasoning carried out cooperatively with the 
addressee (Brown and Levinson, 1987:115). For example:     
 Banu : “All right”.  
 Della : “l'll be seeing you then”. (Brown and Levinson, 
1987:115)  
 Banu : “l love you”.                   
 Della: “ love you, too”.                                                                       
 
 
 
 
   The example above shows that Della avoids disagreement. Della 
actually wants to end the conversation with her father. She says 
“I‟ll be seeing you then” and it can mean that she does not want to 
talk to her father. However, she does not want to treat her father‟s 
positive face. The word „then‟ points to a conclusion of an actual 
agreement between the speaker and the hearer. Therefore, their 
conversation ends well. 
3) White lies ways happen when a speaker confronted with the 
necessity to states an opinion, wants to lie rather than to damage 
the hearer‟s positive face. It is also used to avoid confrontation 
when refusing a request by lying, pretending there are reasons why 
one cannot comply (Brown and Levinson, 1987:115).  For 
example, in response to a request to borrow a radio, “Oh I can‟t. 
The batteries are dead.” 
 The example above shows that the hearer avoids disagreement. 
The hearer actually does not want to lend the radio. 
4) Hedging opinion occurs when the speaker may choose to be vague 
about his own opinions, so as not to be seen to disagree (Brown 
and Levinson, 1987: 116). Normally hedges are a feature of 
negative politeness, but some hedges are a feature of positive 
politeness function as well.  
For example:  
 Della : Are--are you saying I‟m fired? 
 
 
 
 
 Banu   : No, no, not yet. I mean not yet, Dan. 
The example above shows that actually Banu wants to say „yes‟ 
because as the matter of fact Della will be fired. In order to safe 
Della‟s positive face Banu responses Della‟s question by hedging 
his opinion. Banu chooses to be vague about his own opinion so 
that it is not seen that he disagrees with Della. 
g.  Strategy 7: presuppose/ raise/ assert common ground. 
 This strategy includes three ways among them are gossip or 
small talk, point of view operations and presupposition manipulation.  
1) Gossip or small talk the value of speaker‟s spending time and effort on 
being with the hearer, as a mark of friendship or interest him. It gives 
rise to the strategy of redressing FTAs by talking for a while about 
unrelated topic before leads to the real topic (Brown and Levinson, 
1987:117). For example, actually the speaker wants to request 
something to the hearer, thereby he can stress his general interest with 
the hearer and indicates that he has not come to see the hearer simply 
to do it even though his intent might be obvious by his having brought 
gift to the hearer.  
2) Point of view operations by means of deixis. It is used for reducing the 
distance between the speaker and the hearer‟s point of view. 
a) Personal-center switch: the speaker to the hearer. This where the 
speaker speaks as if the hearer were the speaker, or the hearer‟s 
 
 
 
 
knowledge were equal to the speaker‟s knowledge (Brown and 
Levinson, 1987:119).  
For example, when the speaker gives directions to a stranger, 
unfamiliar with the town “It‟s at the far end of the street, the last 
house on the left, isn‟t it”.   
b) Time switch, the use of „vivid present‟, a tense shift from past to 
present tense (Brown and Levinson, 1987:120). The vivid present 
functions to increase the immediacy and therefore the interest of 
the story. For example, “John says he really loves your roses”.  
c) Place switch, the use proximal rather than distal demonstrative 
(here, this, rather than that, there), where either proximal or 
distance would be acceptable, seems to convey increased 
involvement or empathy (Brown and Levinson, 1987:121).   
      For example:   
 Dan    :  Uh, this is my boss, Carter Duryea.      
 The word „this‟ shows positive politeness strategy, place time.    
3) Presupposition manipulation means that the speaker presupposes   
something that it is mutually taken for granted. (Brown and 
Levinson, 1987:122).                
a) Presuppose knowledge of the hearer‟s wants and attitudes. 
Negative questions, which presume „yes‟ as an answer, are 
widely used as a way to indicate that the speaker knows the 
hearer‟s wants, tastes, habits, etc., and thus partially to redress 
 
 
 
 
the imposition of FTAs. For example, “Wouldn‟t you like a 
drink?” 
b) Presuppose the hearer‟s values being the same as the speaker‟s 
values. For example, the use of scalar prediction such as „tall‟ 
assumes that the speaker and the hearer share the criteria for 
placing people (or things) on this scale. 
c) Presuppose familiarity in speaker-hearer relationship. The use 
of familiar address forms like honey or darling presupposes 
that the addressee is „familiar‟. 
d) Presuppose the hearer‟s knowledge. The use of any term 
presupposes that the referents are known to the addressee. For 
example, “Well I was watching High Life last night”. The 
speaker assumes that the hearer does know the program even 
though the hearer indeed does not know about the TV program. 
However, it may operate as an expression of good intentions, 
indicating that the speaker assumes that the speaker and the 
hearer share common grounds.    
h. Strategy 8: joke 
 Jokes are based on mutual shared background knowledge and 
values that they redefine the size of FTA. 
Example:  when a speaker wants to borrow his friend‟s new Cadillac 
by saying, “How about landing me this old heap of junk?. Actually, 
 
 
 
 
what the speaker means about old heap of junk is new Cadillacs 
hearer. 
i. Strategy 9: Assert S‟s knowledge of H‟s wants and willingness to fit 
one‟s own wants in with them. 
Example: “I know you do not like parties. But this is different. You 
must like. Coming huh?” 
 The example above shows the cooperation stressed by the 
speaker. He indicates his knowledge of the hearer. He knows that the 
hearer do not like party. He asserts or implies knowledge of the 
hearer‟s wants and willingness to fit is coming to the party. Thus, the 
hearer‟s positive face has been satisfied because he has been 
appreciated by the speaker.  
j. Strategy 10: Offer, promise. 
 This strategy is done to redress the potential threat of some 
FTAs. Speaker may claim that whatever H wants, S wants for him and 
will help to obtain. For example, “I‟ll send the money tomorrow. Do 
not worry.” 
 This example shows that the speaker conveys to the hearer that 
they are cooperated. The speaker stresses his or her cooperation by 
promising to the hearer that he or she will send the money tomorrow. 
This expression can minimize the imposition when the speaker asks 
the hearer to not worry it. Thus, the hearer‟s positive face has been 
fulfilled because the speaker has appreciated him or her. 
 
 
 
 
k. Strategy 11: Be optimistic 
 This strategy assumes that H will cooperate with S because it 
will be in their mutual shared interest.  
Example:”A wife said to her husband before appearing in public: 
“Wait a minute, you haven‟t brushed your hair!” (as husband goes out 
of the door). (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 126)  
 In this utterance, the speaker asks the hearer to wait before the 
hearer goes out of the door. The speaker assumes that the hearer 
cooperated with him because both of them know that the hearer have 
not brush his hair. It shows that the speaker has appreciated the hearer 
and satisfied the hearer‟s positive face. 
l. Strategy 12: Include both S and H in the activity 
 This is done by using an inclusive „we‟ form, when S really 
means „you‟ or „me‟. The use of let‟s is an inclusive form of „we‟. For 
example, “Let us stop for a bit”. 
 In the example above, the speaker wants the hearer to stop. The 
use of the pronoun “us” in that sentence shows that the speaker 
includes the hearer in his or her activity. It makes the request more 
polite because it indicates the cooperation between the speaker and the 
hearer that the goals not only for the speaker but also for both of them.  
m. Strategy 13: give or ask for reasons 
 Another aspect of including H in the activities demanding 
reasons „why not‟ and assuming that H has no good reasons why can‟t 
 
 
 
 
help. For example, “I know there is no one in your home. Why not 
stay here tonight?”.  Since the speaker thinks that there is no one in the 
hearer‟s home, the speaker can say directly “Why not stay here 
tonight?”. However, the speaker decides to give the suggestion 
indirectly by asking the reason of why the hearer does not stay at his 
or her home. Therefore, the speaker has satisfied the hearer‟s positive 
face. 
n. Strategy 14: Assume or assert reciprocity 
 The strategy is done by giving evidence of reciprocal right or 
obligations obtaining between S and H. Therefore, the speaker can say 
“I'll do X for you if you do Y for me,' or 'I did X for you last week, so 
you do Y for me this week '(or vice versa). For example, “I washed the 
dishes yesterday so you do that for me today”.  
 The example above is clearly seen that the speaker and the 
hearer are cooperated by assuming reciprocity. The speaker and the 
hearer get their own right. The speaker gets a help from the hearer and 
the hearer gets a help from the speaker. 
o. Strategy 15: Give gifts to H (sympathy, understanding, cooperation) 
 To satisfy H‟s positive face, S may do this classic strategy. 
That is to give gift not only tangible gifts but also human-relation 
wants such to be liked, to be admired. For example, “I'm sorry for 
what happened to you yesterday.” 
 
 
 
 
 The example above shows that the speaker decides to save the 
hearer‟s positive face by giving gift to the hearer. By giving sympathy 
as a gift, the speaker makes the hearer feel appreciated. Therefore, the 
speaker can minimize the imposition when he or she confide in the 
hearer.  
3. Negative Politeness Strategy 
 Brown and Levinson (1987: 129) assert that negative politeness 
strategy is regressive action addressed to the addressee‟s negative face: his 
want to have his freedom of action unhindered and his attention 
unimpeded. Unlike positive politeness which is free ranging, negative 
politeness is specific and focused; it performs the function of minimizing 
the particular imposition that the FTA unavoidably effects. 
 Brown and Levinson (1987: 132-210) also classify negative politeness 
strategy into 10 strategies: 
a. Strategy 1: Be conventionally indirect 
 This is the first mechanism of negative politeness namely 'be 
direct', speak directly without rambling. This strategy is a way out for 
two circumstances which conflict with each other, namely the desire to 
not pressing the speaker on one side and a desire to proclaim the 
message directly without rambling and obviously meaning the other 
side. Therefore, the strategy is conducted by using phrases and 
sentences that have contextually unambiguous meanings that are 
different from their literal meaning.  
 
 
 
 
Example: 
(1) When a speaker is doing calculus homework and need a help for 
instance, he says to a friend “Can you do advanced calculus, 
please?”.  
(2) Can you open the door, please!! 
The inserts of „please‟ in the sentence above shows that there is a 
willingness to ask directly and give choices to the hearer. 
b. Strategy 2: Question, Hedge  
 A hedge makes the membership of a noun phrase in a set that it 
is partial or true only in certain respects and more complete than might 
be expected. Hedge may be functioned to soften command and turn it 
into a polite suggestion. 
Example:    
(1) I was wondering if you could help me.  
(2) In my opinion, this meeting could not be started. 
c. Strategy 3: be pessimistic 
 S This strategy gives redress to H‟s negative face by explicitly 
expressing doubt that the conditions for the appropriateness of S‟s 
speech act obtain (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 173). 
Example: 
(1) I want to ask for help, but I'm afraid you do not want. 
(2) Actually I wanted to come, but I'm afraid your father would angry 
with me. 
 
 
 
 
d. Strategy 4: Minimize the imposition 
 One way of defusing the FTA is to indicate that the intrinsic 
seriousness of the imposition is not great, though it is. 
Example: 
(1) “I just want to ask if you could lend me a single sheet of paper” 
when the speaker wants to ask some papers. 
(2) You can just talk like that, but we do not necessarily agree. 
e. Strategy 5: Give deference 
 According to Brown and Levinson (1987: 187), there are two 
sides of deference realization. First, the speaker humbles and abases 
himself and another. Second, speaker raises H (pays him positive face/ 
satisfies H‟s wants to be treated as superior). From those two ways, the 
speaker is giving respect actually. 
Example:  
(1) The use of „honorifics‟ word like „Sir‟ in the sentence „I‟m sorry, 
Sir‟ 
(2) “I don‟t think you ought to do that, Mr. President”. 
f. Strategy 6: Apologize 
 By apologizing for doing an FTA, the speaker can indicate his 
reluctance to impinge on H‟s negative and thereby redress that 
impingement. There are four ways to convey apologizing, a). 
recognizes the pressures and distractions provided, b) showed 
reluctance and use of certain expressions, c) deliver the reason that 
 
 
 
 
force the speaker for doing that and d) begging forgiveness and begged 
the speakers delay the FTA from the utterance are delivered. 
Example:  
(1) “I hesitate to trouble you, but…” 
(2) Previously I apologize for the events here. 
(3) Sorry, I may be wrong, but I did not mean it 
g. Strategy 7: Impersonalize S and H 
 Other way of indicating that S doesn‟t want to impinge on H is 
to phrase the FTA as if the agent were other than S, or not S alone at 
least, and the addressee were other than H, or only speaker and 
inclusive of H. This strategy uses impersonal form by didn‟t show the 
speaker and hearer. This strategy avoids the use of word 'I‟ and „You‟, 
doubling the pronoun „I‟ becomes „we, replace the word „you‟ with 
„sir‟ or „ma‟am‟. 
Example:  
(1) „you shouldn‟t do things like that‟ becomes „One shouldn‟t do 
things like that‟ by replace the word „you‟.  
(2) „Excuse me, you!‟ becomes „Excuse me, Sir!!‟ to avoid the use of 
word „you‟.  
h. Strategy 8: State the FTA as a general rule 
 This strategy states that the FTA One way of dissociating S 
and H from particular imposition in the FTA is to state the FTA as an 
 
 
 
 
instance of some general social rule, regulation, or obligation. The 
characteristic is avoiding the uses of pronoun.  
Example:  
(1) „you will please refrain from flushing toilets on the train‟ becomes 
„Passengers will please refrain from flushing toilets on the train‟ 
by replace the word „you‟ with „passengers‟. the second 
characteristic is using a group not individuals.  
(2) DPR is obliged to resolve the case of Bank Century. The third 
characteristic is to express utterances as the rules that apply to 
everyone including speaker and hearer. For example, „Smoking is 
prohibited in this place‟. Those prohibition is pointed to everyone 
which was in that place. 
i. Strategy 9: Nominalize 
 This strategy is done by changing a word to be noun. 
According to Brown and Levinson (1987: 207), the degree of negative 
politeness (or at least formality) run hand in hand with nouniness. The 
more nouns are used in an expression, the more removed an actor from 
doing or being something and the less dangerous an FTA seems to be. 
Example:  
(1) You performed well on the examinations and we…  
Your performing well on the examinations impressed us…  
Your good performance on the examination impressed us… 
 
 
 
 
 According to Brown and Levinson, the third sentence is more 
formal than the second sentence and the second sentence is more 
formal than the first sentence. The changes of the word performed 
to be performing then becomes performance is a strategy to change 
the verb becomes a noun. 
j. Strategy 10: Go on record as incurring a debt, or as not indebting H 
 The strategy is the highest negative politeness which can fulfill 
the desire of the hearer to be respect. It is done by claiming S‟s 
indebtness to H or by disclaiming any indebtness of H, so that S can 
redress an FTA. 
Example: 
(1) “I could easily do it for you”. 
(2) “I'll never be Able to repay you if you can bring this book to me. 
From some examples above, the speaker shows that S‟s indebtness to 
H or by disclaiming any indebtness of H. 
4. Off Record Strategy 
 The final politeness strategy outlined by Brown and Levinson is the 
indirect or off-record strategy. Brown and Levinson (1987: 211) state that:  
“A communicative act is done off record if it is done in such 
a way not possible to attribute only one clear 
communicative intention to the act. In other words, the actor 
leaves himself an „out‟ by providing himself with a number 
of defensible interpretations.” 
“off record utterance are essentially indirect uses of 
language: to construct an off record utterance one says 
something that is either more general (contains less 
 
 
 
 
information in the sense that it rules out for possible states 
of affair) or actually different from what one means (intends 
to be understood).”  
 
 Referring to Brown and Levinson statement above, off record strategy 
is a communicative action which has some purpose. Therefore, when 
speaker doing off record, it‟s didn‟t mean just give an information but the 
speaker has some purpose.  
 Besides that, the language that use in off record strategy is indirect 
language. When the speaker uses this strategy, he would only give a clue, 
so the hearer must have to interpret it self. The following is explanation of 
fifteen off record strategy according to Brown and Levinson theory (1987: 
213-227). 
a. Strategy 1: Give hints 
“One of the off record strategies which is used by the 
speaker to state some desired acts of the speaker to be done 
by addressee by giving hints. Speaker hopes that addressee 
knows what he means what the speaker means.” 
 This strategy is used by the speaker to implicit an information 
to the hearer. The information may be a “demand” or “request” from 
the speaker to the hearer to do something. 
Example: 
(1) “Ouh, I‟m so thirsty” (give me a drink). In this example S implies 
that S wants H to give some water. 
(2) It‟s cold here (shut the window) in this example S implies that S 
wants H to open the window. 
In those example above, S asked for a request by giving hint. 
 
 
 
 
b. Strategy 2: Give association clues 
 Brown and Levinson (1987: 215) state, “The speaker mentions 
something associated with either precedent addressee‟s experiences or 
mutual knowledge of other interpretation experiences”. The strategy is 
conducted by mentioning something associated with the act required 
of H either by precedent in S-H‟s experience or by mutual knowledge 
irrespective of their interaction experience. 
Example:  
(1) When someone needs a ride to a market, she says “Are you going 
to market tomorrow? There‟s a market tomorrow, I suppose” 
(2) “My house, it is not very far away” (“there is the path that leads to 
my house”). 
c. Strategy 3: Presuppose  
 Brown and Levinson (1987: 217) state “The speaker 
presupposes something which is relevant with the context of the 
conversation”. This strategy is done through an utterance which 
relevant in context and invites H to search for an interpretation of the 
possible relevance just at the level of its presuppositions. 
Example: 
(1) when someone implicates a criticism on his friend responsibility to 
wash the car, he says “I washed the car again today”. 
(2) “I threat again”. (he was threated before) 
d. Strategy 4: Understate 
 
 
 
 
“The speaker chooses one way of generating implicature by saying 
less than is required it is choosing a point on scalar predicates” (Brown 
and Levinson (1987: 219). The speaker uses this strategy to express 
understatements; S says less than is required and as result generates 
implicatures. 
Example:  
(1) when someone doesn‟t really like a friend‟s new haircut, she just 
says “It‟s pretty nice”. 
(2) A: “What a marvelous place you have here”,  
B: “oh I don‟t know it‟s a place”. 
e. Strategy 5: Overstate 
According to Brown and Levinson (1987: 219), “The speaker 
exaggerates or chooses a point scale which is higher than the real 
situation or to make important situation”. The strategy is done by 
saying more than is necessary, or by exaggerating or choosing a point 
on scale which is higher than the actual state of affair. It also called 
hyperbole. 
Example: 
(1) “I tried to call a hundred times, but there was never any answer”.  
In this context, speaker exaggerates like he was called his friend 
for a hundred times. 
(2) “You never do the washing up”.  
In this context exaggerates like the hearer never washing up. 
 
 
 
 
f. Strategy 6: Use tautologies 
 A very obvious statement in which speaker encourages the 
hearer to look for an informative interpretation of the non-informative 
utterance, because the speaker just other. Using the strategy tautology 
means S encourage H to look for an informative interpretation of the 
non-informative utterance. 
Example: 
(1) “You are men. Why don‟t you do something about it?” 
(2) Why didn‟t you come last night? Promise is promise.” 
(3) War is war. 
In this context, the speaker uses tautologies to show the hearer that 
the bold sentence aims to pressuring the information. 
g. Strategy 7: Use contradictions  
 The speaker by stating two things that contradict each other, 
speaker makes it appear that he cannot be telling the truth. Thus the 
speaker encourages to addressee looking an interpretation. The 
strategy is done by stating to contradict things. By doing so, S makes it 
appear that he cannot be telling the truth, thus encourage H to look for 
an interpretation that reconciles the two contradictory propositions.  
Example: 
(1) A: Are you upset about that? 
B: Well, I am and I‟m not. 
(2) Oh, I‟m ok. Disappointed, No. Not disappointed, not also. 
 
 
 
 
h. Strategy 8: Be ironic 
 Brown and Levinson (1987: 221) state that, “By saying the 
opposite of what he means speaker can indirectly convey his intended 
meaning”. To be ironic means by saying the opposite of what s means. 
Through that way, S can indirectly convey his intended meaning, if 
there are clues (prosodic, kinesics, or textual) which relevant to the 
context. 
Example:  
(1) when a man and his guest passing through a slum area for instance, 
he says “lovely neighborhood, eh?” 
(2) Ouh, you always come on time.  
In this context the speaker actually wants to tell that the hearer 
always coming late. 
i. Strategy 9: Use metaphor 
 
 Brown and Levinson (1987: 222) state that, “The speaker uses 
a word that described a first subject as being equal to a second 
subject”. The use of metaphor is usually on record, but there is 
possibility that the connotations of the metaphor uttered by S may be 
off record. 
Example: when someone says “Harry‟s a real fish” which means 
Harry drinks like a fish. In this context the speaker shows that Harry 
like a fish, because the fish love the water. Harry as being equal to the 
fish, because both of them love the water. 
 
 
 
 
j. Strategy 10. Use rhetorical questions 
 The speaker uses a linguistic expression used to make a request 
or information or else itself made by such an expression”. The use of 
this strategy is by raising questions that leave their answers hanging in 
the air or implicated to do FTAs. 
Example: “How many times do I have to tell you?” In this context, the 
speaker has to tell to the hearer for many times, but the hearer still 
understands. 
k. Strategy 11: Be ambiguous 
 When the speaker produces an ambiguous utterance it means 
the speaker is trying to minimize the threat of FTA, because the 
utterance has more one possible meaning”. The term „ambiguity‟ 
includes the ambiguity between the literal meaning of an utterance and 
any possible implicatures inside. 
Example: 
(1) Lovely neighborhood, uh? This context indicates ambiguity, 
because it could mean that S really has lovely neighborhood or 
otherwise (his neighbors is very annoying). 
(2) “John‟s a pretty smooth cookie” can be intended as compliment or 
insult, depending on which the connotations of smooth are latched 
on to. 
(3) Mmm, there is a new one, guys! in this context, the word “new” 
indicates ambiguity. Its depend on the context.  
 
 
 
 
l. Strategy 12: Be vague 
 According to Brown and Levinson (1987: 226), “The speaker 
may go off record with FTA by being vague about who the object of 
the FTA or what the offence is”. This strategy is conducted by being 
vague about who the object of the FTA is, or what the offence is. 
Example: 
(1) “Perhaps someone did something naughty”. 
In this context, the speaker uses the word “someone”, because he 
didn‟t want to tell who did something naughty. 
(2) You must have known, where I go. 
In this context the speaker is being vague, because he didn‟t want 
to tell where he goes. 
m. Strategy 13: Over-generalize 
 This strategy is done by saying utterance that may leave the 
object vaguely off record, and then H has the choice of deciding 
whether the general rule applies to him. The speaker did not give clear 
information by saying something general 
Example: 
(1) “Mature people sometimes help do the dishes”. 
In this context, the speaker uses this strategy to show that mature 
people generally have a responsibility help to serve the dishes. 
(2) You are mature. Why do you always cry? 
 
 
 
 
In this context, the speaker indicates that mature shouldn‟t be like 
that (never cry).  
n. Strategy 14: Displace H 
 Brown and Levinson (1987: 226) state,“S may go off record as 
to who the target for his FTA is, or he may pretend to address the FTA 
to someone whom it wouldn‟t threaten and hope that the real target 
will see that the FTA is aimed to him.” 
Example:  
(1) “Jane, could you run to the stock-room and borrow a stapler for 
me?” 
One case happens when a secretary in an office asks another to 
pass stapler, in situation where a professor is much nearer than the 
other secretary. In this case, the professor should be a Hearer, but 
he displaced to another as the hearer. 
(2) “Tito, please bring daddy‟s bag, honey!! 
In this context, Tito is still a child, then his wife out while brings 
the bag” 
o. Strategy 15: Be incomplete, use ellipsis 
 “The speaker may be pretend to addressee the FTA to 
somehow one who would not threaten and hope the real target will see 
that the FTA is aimed at him/her (Brown and Levinson, 1987:227). 
The strategy is done by leaving the implicature „hanging in the air‟, 
without rhetorical question.  
 
 
 
 
For example: S got headache and ask H to go for an aspirin, he just 
says: “Oh sir, a headache….” 
C. Context of Situation 
Context is an important concept in pragmatic analysis because 
pragmatics focuses on the meaning of words in context or interaction and how 
the persons involved in the interaction communicate more information than 
the word they use. Context is a local concomitant of talk and interaction, 
ephemeral and centered on the emergent process of speaking (Retnaningsih, 
2013:143). It is the obvious case of pragmatics as the study of contextual 
meaning. Therefore, analyzing the meaning of an utterance cannot ignore the 
context since the meaning of an utterance will be different if the context is 
different. It will establish the interpretation of the utterance. 
Yule (1996: 21) mentions that context simply means the physical 
environment in which a word is used. Meanwhile, Mey (1993: 39-40) states 
that context is more than a matter of reference and of understanding what 
things are about. It gives a deeper meaning to utterances. The utterance “It is a 
long time since we visited your mother.”, when uttered at the living room by a 
married couple, has a totally different meaning from if it is uttered by a 
husband and wife while they are standing in front of the hippopotamus 
enclosure at the zoo, in which it can be considered as a joke. The following is 
kind of context; 
1. Context of Situation 
 
 
 
 
Context of situation or situational context is what speakers know 
about what they can see around them (Cutting 2002: 3). It is an important 
part in communication. This is similar with Widdowson‟s assumption. 
Widdowson  (1996: 38) says, 
Exactly as in the reality of spoken or written languages, a word 
without linguistic context is a mere figment and stands for nothing 
by itself, so in th reality of a spoken living tongue, the utterance 
has no meaning except in the context of situation. 
 
Further, Hymes in Halliday (1989: 9) puts forward several 
concepts for describing the context of situation. For convenience, he uses 
the word SPEAKING as an acronym for the various factors he deems to 
be relevant. 
a. Setting (S) and Scene 
Setting refers to the time and place, i.e. the concrete physical 
circumstances in which a speech event takes place. For example, the 
living room in the grandparents‟ home might be a setting for a family 
story. Scene refers to the abstract psychological setting, or the cultural 
definition of the occasion, including characteristics such as range of 
formality and sense of play or seriousness. For instance, the family 
story may be told at a reunion celebrating the grandparents' 
anniversary. At times, the family would be festive and playful; at other 
times, serious and commemorative. 
b. Participants (P) 
 
 
 
 
Participants are ones who are speaking and to whom they are 
speaking to. They include speaker and listener, addressor-addressee, or 
sender-receiver. The social factors, such as; age, gender, status, social 
distance, and role or profession of the participants has to be considered 
as well. 
c. End (E) 
End refers to the conventionally recognized and expected 
outcomes of an exchange as well as the personal goals that participants 
seek to accomplish on particular occasions. In other words, it refers to 
the purpose, goal, and outcomes of a speech event. For example, the 
aunt may tell a story about the grandmother to entertain the audience, 
teach the young women, and honor the grandmother. 
d. Act Sequence (A) 
Act refers to the actual form and content of what is said the 
precise words used, how they are used, and the relationship of what is 
said with the actual topic at hand. 
 
e. Key (K) 
Key refers to the cues that establish the tone, manner, or in 
which a particular message is conveyed: light-hearted, serious, precise, 
sarcastic, and so on. Key may also be marked nonverbally by certain 
kinds of behavior, gesture, posture, or even deportment. 
f. Instrumentalities (I) 
 
 
 
 
Instrumentalities basically refer to the choice of channel and 
the actual forms of speech employed, such as; the language dialect, 
code, or register that is chosen. The choice of channel itself can be 
oral, written, or telegraphic. 
g. Norm Interaction (N) and Interpretation 
This factor refers to the specific behaviors and properties 
attached to speaking and also to how these may be viewed by someone 
who does not share them, e.g. loudness, silence, and gaze return. In 
simpler words, norms here are social rules governing the event and the 
participants‟ action and reaction. 
h. Genre (G) 
Genre refers to the clearly demarcated types of utterance, such 
as poem, proverb, riddles, sermon, prayer, lecturer, and editorial. 
However, sometimes, it is hard to find all elements of the context of 
situation in analyzing an utterance because not every utterance has 
them. Therefore, only some of them are used or considered in 
interpreting an utterance. Then, another opinion about context of 
situation comes from Leech. Leech (1989: 13) states it includes 
relevant aspects of the physical or social setting of an utterance. In this 
sense, it plays an important role in understanding the meaning of an 
utterance because by this context, the speaker and the addressee share 
their background in understanding their utterances. In addition to 
context of situation, Holmes (2013: 8) states that in a situation, 
 
 
 
 
linguistic choices will generally reflect the influence of one or more of 
the following components: 
a) the participants: who is speaking and whom he is speaking too. 
b) the setting or social context of interaction: where they are 
speaking (physical setting) and what psychological situation in 
which they are speaking (psychological setting). 
c) the topic: what is being talked about. 
d) the function: why they are speaking. 
Those are basic components in pragmatic explanation of why people 
do not all speak in the same way all of the time. 
2. Social Context 
Another context that influences the way people say something is 
the cultural or social context. It also affects the linguistic choice of the 
speaker. In this case, Malinowski in Halliday and Hasan (1989: 6) defines 
context of culture as the institutional and ideological background that 
gives value and contains an interpretation. For example, one says X that 
will be considered as an insult in a group conversation in a place, but X 
may not be considered as an insult in another group conversation in 
another place too. This phenomenon can happen because the parties in 
those conversations have different cultures. 
Furthermore, any kind of linguistic interaction involves not only 
the immediate sight and sound surrounding the event but also the whole 
 
 
 
 
cultural history behind the participants and the kind of practices that they 
are engaging in. Therefore, it is not sufficient if people only consider the 
context of situation and neglect the context of culture. 
D. The impact of politeness strategies 
Every strategy has their own advantages, Brown and Levinson (1992: 
71-73) describes the factors as follows: 
1. Bald on-record 
The speaker uses bald on-record because it shows efficiency. It means that 
the speaker claims that other things are more important than face, or that 
act is not an FTA at all. This strategy does nothing to minimize threats to 
the hearer‟s face. It will most likely shock the hearer, embarrass them, or 
make them feel a bit uncomfortable. However, this type of strategy is 
commonly found with people who know each other very well, and are 
very comfortable in their environment. So, people use this strategy 
because a certain situation which causes using direct order without pay 
attention who is meant. Yule (1996: 110) also claims that the speaker 
perhaps uses this strategy because he has assumption that in certain 
situation he has a power to control someone else‟s act. In this strategy, the 
speaker can get the following advantages: (1) the speaker can get credit 
for honesty; (2) the addressee can see the speaker is not a manipulator, (3) 
the addressee feels the speaker trust him, (4) the addressee possible to easy 
catch the speaker mean, so misunderstanding can be avoided (Brown and 
Levinson, 1992: 71). 
 
 
 
 
2. Positive politeness strategy 
The speaker uses positive politeness strategies because he can satisfy 
hearer‟s positive face, to some respect (brown and Levinson, 1992 :72). 
This strategy is usually seen in groups of friends or where people given 
social situation know each other fairly well. Yule (1996 :111) says that 
positive politeness strategy intends a supplicant to draw general purpose 
and even friendship. The use of positive politeness is seen from the 
intimacy between the speaker and listener. The positive politeness 
utterance describes a high risk for a pain from rejection. Thus, it perhaps 
can be formed by a courtesy as the speaker‟s effort to recognize a face of a 
listener. 
The speaker can get advantages such as, (1) he can minimize the face-
threatening aspect of an act by assuring the addressee that the speaker 
considers himself to be of a same kind; he likes him and wants his wants, 
(2) he can emphasize friendly context, (3) avoid the debt implications of 
FTAs such as request and offers, (4) including the addressee and the 
speaker equally as benefactor. 
3. Negative Politeness 
The main focus for using this strategy is to assume that speaker may 
be imposing to the hearer, and intruding on their space. These assume that 
there might be some special distance in the situation. This strategy is used 
to pay attention someone else‟s feeling, usually the utterances shape is 
apology (Yule, 1996 :113). Furthermore, politeness emphasizes the 
 
 
 
 
listener freedom right. The listener is given freedom to give negative 
reaction. Thus, although a listener refuse the speaker‟s want, the impact is 
not over pain because negative politeness gives a chance for the listener to 
give a negative answer.in this strategy, the speaker can get the following 
advantages: (1) he can pay respect, deference to the addressee in return for 
the FTA, (2) he can maintain social distance, (3) avoiding the threat, (4) 
minimizing the mutual face loss (5) he can indicate that he has the other‟s 
face want in his mind. 
4. Off-record 
The speakers usually want to remove themselves from any imposition. 
In fact, they are more comfortable if their needs can be known by others 
without share their needs by using direct language (Yule, 1996 :108). 
Thus, sometimes they pretend their utterances cannot be heard by others 
or speak by themselves. 
Technically, off-record can be successful or not because it only refers 
to the signal. However, it can be successful if there are much more in 
formations expressed by the speaker. The expression can be gesture or 
statement which does not refer to the purpose directly. In this strategy, the 
speaker can get the following advantages: (1) he can avoid entering the 
gossip biography that others keep him; (2) he can avoid responsibility for 
the potentially face-damaging interpretation, (3) he can give the addressee 
an opportunity to be seen care of the speaker, (4) he can get credit for 
being generous and cooperative.  
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
 This chapter discusses the type of research, data and data source, method of 
collecting data, and technique of analyzing data. 
A. The research Design 
The research method used in this study is descriptive qualitative research 
where the researcher can describe holistically the use of politeness strategies used 
by the teacher and students in English class. In addition, Miles and Huberman 
(1994: 10) states, “qualitative data are useful when one needs to supplement, 
validate, explain, illuminate, or reinterpret quantitative data gathered from the 
same setting”. 
Denzin and Lincoln (2009: 2) state that “Qualitative research is 
multimethod in focus, involving an interpretive, naturalistic approach to its 
subject matter”. This means that qualitative researchers study in their natural 
setting. The researcher collected the data, and then descriptively reported the 
findings. The condition of the object of the research should be natural, so that the 
research could get a representative result. The representative result would be the 
source of the conclusion of the research. 
Based on the theory above, the researcher uses descriptive qualitative 
approach to analyze the data. The researcher has a reason for choosing this 
 
 
 
 
approach is to get information about politeness strategies used by teacher and 
students in Mts NU Assalam Kudus. 
B. Place and Time of the Research 
1. Place of the research 
 The research took place in class 9C of Mts NU Assalam Kudus. This 
school is located in Kudus-Purwodadi street, KM 05, Tanjungkarang, Jati, 
Kudus. 
2. Time of the research 
 The time of research is teaching English is ongoing. Research will be 
held about fourth times. First is on Wednesday, 19
th
 October 2016, at 10.10- 
11.30 AM. Second is on Sunday, 23th October 2016 at12.00- 13.20 AM. 
Third is on Wednesday, 26th October 2016 on 10.10- 11.30 AM. Fourth is on 
Sunday, 30
th 
October 2016 at 12.00- 13.20 AM. 
 
C. Data and Sources of Data 
 In research, the source of data explains the subject from which the data are 
obtained (Arikunto, 1996 :162). More detail, Schreiber (2008) affirms that 
qualitative data are generally non-numerical but have a greater variety of sources. 
The data sources are generally categorized as verbal and nonverbal. Nonverbal 
data sources include items such as student concept maps, kinship diagrams, 
pictures, video, movie, art and print advertisement. From the definition above, the 
researcher takes teacher and students utterances during teaching English in the 
classroom as the primary data which is taken by observation.  
 
 
 
 
 The researcher used video recorder to take a recording during the lesson from 
opening until closing activity. The researcher recorded four meeting videos then 
classified the video records into disc I, disc II, disc III and disc IV. Disc I is a 
video record of first meeting. Disc II is a video record of second meeting. Disc III 
is video records of third meeting. The last, disc IV is video record of fourth 
meeting. 
 
D. Object of The Research 
The object of the research is politeness strategies uttered by teacher and 
students in English class at Mts NU Assalam Kudus. The researcher selected one 
English teacher and 9C students of Mts NU Assalam Kudus. 
The reason why the researcher chooses one English teacher is there only one 
teacher who teaches the ninth grade students. The researcher chooses the students 
of class 9C, because they have a good achievement. The class division in this 
Islamic boarding school is based on student achievement. The students whose 
grade is good are in class 9C. Besides that, class 9C is more active than the other. 
E. Technique of Collecting Data  
The researcher used the descriptive method in this research, so in conducting 
this research the researcher did some ways to collect data, such as doing 
observation and interview. 
1. Observation 
According to Gay and Mills (2012: 381-382), observation is watching 
the participants with emphasis to understand the natural environment as lived 
 
 
 
 
by them, without altering or manipulating. In observational study; the current 
status of phenomena is determined not by asking but by observing. By 
observing the classes, the researcher obtained much more objectives 
information that can be compared to the interview reports 
This technique used to investigate the use of politeness strategies by 
teacher and students in English class. The observation is done four times by 
observing the utterance used by teacher and students during English learning 
process. The observation is done at MTs NU Assalam Kudus, especially in 
class 9C. MTs NU Asalam Kudus is located in Kudus-Purwodadi street, KM 
05, Tanjungkarang, Jati, Kudus. 
 The researcher comes to the classroom activity when teaching learning 
process is started. During observation, the researcher takes a seat at the back 
to investigate the use of politeness strategies in teacher and students‟ 
utterance. Then, the researcher records the conversation between teacher and 
students during learning process by using a recorder.  
After get the data, the researcher writes the script from the video 
record to make easy in collecting data and determining the parts of the 
dialogues which contain the certain forms of politeness strategies used by 
teacher and students. The last, the researcher identifies the data by giving code 
on each data based on politeness strategies theory by Brown and Levinson. 
2. Interview 
According to Esterberg (in Sugiyono, 2002), Interview is a meeting of 
two persons to exchange information and idea through question and 
 
 
 
 
responses, resulting in communication and joint construction of meaning 
about a particular topic.  
The researcher, in this case, is as interviewer, give question, give 
mark, for the answer, ask for explanation, take note and provide prodding (dig 
for the deeper information). In other side, the interviewee (teacher and 
students), answer question, explain to the interviewer. Interview is doing to 
get information about the interaction between teacher and students during 
learning English. The researcher took the result of interview to reinforce the 
research finding obtained from observation. 
F. Research Instrument 
In a qualitative research, the researcher is the key instrument (Sugiyono, 2010 
: 133). As the main instrument, the researcher plans the research, collects the 
data, classifies the data, analyzes the data, makes the interpretation and finally 
reports the result of the research. In identifying the research, the researcher needs 
some supporting instrument like video recorder and note. It is used to collect the 
data so that the researcher can collect the data easily and the data can be accurate.  
 
G. The Data Coding 
 After the researcher does several steps in collecting data, the last step is 
codifying the data. The data coding is to simply the data classification and the 
data analysis. The data coding as follows: 
1. The number of each datum. 
 
 
 
 
2. The number of disc where the politeness strategies occurred. It is classified 
the data whether occurred in disc I, disc II, disc III or disc IV. Disc I means 
the conversation is occurred in the first meeting. Disc II means the 
conversation is occurred in the second meeting. Disc III means the 
conversation is occurred in the third meeting. Disc III means the conversation 
is occurred in the third meeting. Disc IV means the conversation is occurred 
in the fourth meeting. 
3. The type of politeness strategies  
a. The form of politeness used by teacher and students as follows: bald on 
record (BOR), positive politeness (PP), negative politeness (NP), off 
record (OR). 
b. The form of bald on record strategies used by teacher and students as 
follows: cases of non-minimization of the threat (MINTH), cases of FTA-
oriented bald on record usage (ORBOR). 
c. The form of positive politeness strategies used by teacher and students as 
follows: Notice or attend to hearer (NATH), Exaggerate (EXAG), 
Intensify interest to hearer (IITH), Use in-group identity markers(UGIM), 
Seek agreement (SAGR), Avoid disagreement (AVDG), Presuppose/ 
raise/ assert common ground (ASCG), Joke (JOKE), Assert S‟s 
knowledge of H‟s wants and willingness (ASKNW), Offer and promise 
(OFPR), Be optimistic (BOPT), Include both S and H in the activity 
(SHACT), Give or ask reason (GAFR), Assume or assert reciprocity 
(ASREC), Give gifts to H (GVGF).  
 
 
 
 
d. The form of negative politeness strategies used by teacher and students as 
follows: Be conventionally indirect (CNVI), Question and hedge (QSHD), 
Be pessimistic (BPES), Minimize the imposition (MINIM), Give 
deference (GVDF), Apologize (APLG), Impersonalize Speaker and 
Hearer (IMPR), State the FTA as general rule (GNRL), Nominalize 
(NOMZ), Go on record as incurring debt or as not indebting H (INCDB). 
e. The form of Off record strategies used by teacher and students as follows: 
Give hints (GVHN), Give association clues (GVCL), Presuppose (PRSP), 
Understate (UDRT), Overstate (OVRS), Use tautologies (UTTL), Use 
contradictions (UCTR), Be Ironic (BIRN), Use metaphor (UMTP), Use 
rhetorical questions (URTQ), Be ambiguous (BAMB), Be vague (BVGU), 
Over-generalize (OGNR), Displace hearer (DSPL), Be incomplete or use 
ellipsis (INELP). 
The following is the example of coding: 
 Datum 4 CD 1/PP/SAGR 
The coding means it is datum number 4 in the data found in the dialogue. The 
dialogue happens on first meeting. PP means the teacher/ students used positive 
politeness strategy in the conversation. SAGR means the teacher/ students used 
“Seek Agreement” strategies. 
H. The Validation of The Data 
 
 
 
 
 In qualitative research, data can be categorized good data if the data are valid. 
To get validity of data, Creswell (2009: 191) classified the validity of data into 
eight strategies. Those are: 
1. Triangulation different data source of information by examining 
evidence from the source and using it to build a coherent justification for 
themes. 
2. Use member checking to determine the accuracy of the qualitative 
finding through taking the final report or specific descriptions or themes 
back to participants and determining whether these participants feel that 
they are accurate. 
3. Use rich, thick description to convey the findings 
4. Clarify the bias means the researcher brings to the study. 
5. Also present negative or discrepant information that runs counter to the 
themes. 
6. Spend prolonged time in the field. 
7. Use peer debriefing to enhance the accuracy of the account. 
8. Use an external auditor to review the entire project. 
 In this research, the researcher uses triangulation technique. Cohen 
(2000: 112) stated “Triangulation may be defined as the use of two or more 
methods of data collection in the study of some aspect of human behavior”. 
Thus, triangulation technique means the researcher uses two or more 
techniques in collecting the data to get validity. The purpose of triangulation 
is to increase the credibility and validity of the findings. Further, Denzin 
 
 
 
 
(1978: 295) states that there are four triangulation techniques, they are; source 
or data triangulation, investigator triangulation, theoretical triangulation, and 
methodological triangulation.  
1. Source or data triangulation 
In source triangulation, the researcher uses many sources or participants 
to get the accuracy of data. 
2. Investigator triangulation 
  Investigator triangulation means technique that uses more than 
one researcher in collecting and analyzing data. From some researcher‟s 
view in interpreting information and collecting the data, the validity of 
data can be increased. 
3. Methodological triangulation 
  Methodological triangulation refers to researcher uses more 
than one method in the research. Cohen (2000: 113) explained 
“Methodological triangulation is using the same method on different 
occasions or different methods on the same object of study”. Thus, 
methodological triangulation is making different method to get validity 
of data. 
4. Theoretical triangulation 
  Theoretical triangulation means the researcher compares the 
data finding with perspective theory that is relevant. Here, the researcher 
is demanded to have expert judgment to compare the finding of research 
with the certain theory. 
 
 
 
 
 From those types of triangulation the researcher used methodology 
triangulation to check the validity of data. Methodological triangulation is a 
process in which various method are used to measure the same unit. 
Methodological triangulation was done by employing different method of 
collecting data namely; observation and interview.  
 To get the data, the researcher interviews the English teacher. After the 
data interview collected, checking trustworthiness of data is done by 
comparing data interview and data observation. For example, the researcher 
observed English teacher‟s politeness utterances during teaching English 
process were ongoing, in order to check the validity of this data; the 
researcher interviewed the English teacher.   
I. Technique of Analyzing Data 
Miles and Huberman (1994: 12) explain three methods of data 
analysis. Those three types of data analysis can be explained as follows: 
1. Data Reduction 
According to Miles and Huberman (1994: 12), “data reduction 
refers to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and 
transforming the data that appear in written-up field notes or 
transcriptions”. They further point out that the data reduction or data 
condensation process is varied in several ways, such as through selection, 
summary or paraphrase and being subsume in larger pattern. After 
collecting the data of teachers‟ utterances, the researcher continued the 
study by selecting and simplifying the data of the English teacher‟s 
 
 
 
 
utterances which contain directive speech acts so that there is no 
unimportant utterance included in the data. 
2. Data Display 
The next point of data analysis is data display. After collect and 
reduces the data, the researcher displays the amassed data in organized 
and compressed information that will leads to conclusion. The forms of 
qualitative data display include types of matrices, graphs, charts, or 
networks. The function of these types of data display is to perform 
accessible, compact, and organized information of the data. The 
researcher classified the data of the English teacher‟s directive speech 
acts and displayed them in informative tables. For example: 
Table 2.1 Example of Data Display Form of Politeness Strategies Used by 
Teacher and Students  
 
No Disc 
Classification 
Utterance 
Type of 
politene
ss 
Type of 
politeness 
strategy 
1 1  PP OFPR T: I need an LCD. 
S : I can borrow it for you. 
   
The example above is a conversation between teacher and student. 
Before the learning is started, the teacher said that she needs an LCD. 
 
 
 
 
Then, a student said “I can borrow it for you”. It means that the student 
offered himself to take the LCD for the teacher.  
3. Conclusion drawing and verification. 
After the data displayed in a form of table, then the researcher would 
able to interpret it and reach conclusions and verifications. Derived from 
the data displayed in tables, the next step conducted by the researcher is 
describing and interpreting the data so that the conclusions and 
verifications of the use of directive speech act by English teacher can be 
drawn. 
In short, the steps in analyzing the data are: (1) the researcher collect 
the data through observation and interview. Then, the researcher selects, 
identify, and focuses on the data by referring to formulation of the research 
problem; (2) after selecting the data, the researcher displays those data into 
table form; (3) after displaying the data, the conclusion is drawn. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 This chapter presents the result of the research and is divided into two 
sections. The first section presents and describes the examined data from classroom 
observation. The data found are related to the politeness strategies used in teacher and 
students‟ utterance during teaching process was ongoing. The second section consists 
of discussion of the data found in teacher and students‟ utterance. This section 
provides a deep explanation on the politeness strategies used by teacher and students. 
There are some examples for the analysis to make the explanation clear. 
A. Research Findings 
This section consists of two parts. The first part describes the findings for the types of 
politeness strategies used by teacher in English class and second part describes the 
types of politeness strategies used by students in English class. From the object of the 
research, there are 127 data found by the researcher. The data consist of 103 data 
uttered by the teacher and 23 data uttered by the students. 
The researcher did the observation four times, so the research finding was presented 
into several parts; first meeting until fourth meeting. The data is classified into three 
activities; opening, core, and closing activity in each meeting. Since the researcher 
was in classroom, she used classroom based research design. The detail explanation is 
as below: 
1. The politeness strategies used by teacher during teaching process in English 
class. 
 
 
 
 
a. First observation 
The researcher found 11 utterances of politeness strategies used by teacher in the first 
observation. The detail as below: 
Description of context 
Day, Date : Wednesday, 19
th
 October 2016 
Time : 10.10- 11.30 WIB 
1) Opening activity 
There are several types of politeness strategies used by teacher during teaching 
process in English class. The detail explanation as below: 
a) Bald on record 
There is an utterance used bald on record employed by the teacher during opening 
activity of teaching process was ongoing. The detail as below:  
DATUM3/CD1/BOR/OFFR 
“Yaudah, silahkan di pinjamkan. Saya tunggu di ruang multimedia.”  
The utterance above belongs to Bald on record strategies – cases of FTA-oriented 
bald on record usage. The utterance above shows that the teacher asks to the students 
to borrow an LCD in staff room. The teacher uses the word “silahkan” to minimize 
the threat to the student‟s face. 
b) Positive politeness strategy 
The use of positive politeness strategy is found during opening activity was ongoing. 
The detail is below: 
(1) Notice, attend to hearer 
DATUM1/CD1/PP/NATH 
 
 
 
 
“Oke… sesuai keinginan kalian. Kita akan belajar di ruang multimedia. Tapi saya 
butuh LCD. Minjemnya dimana, ya?”. (Ok, as your wants guys. We will study at 
Mutimedia room. I need an LCD. Where did I have it?) 
The conversation above shows that teacher employs positive politeness strategy 1, 
namely notice, attends to the hearer (her needs).  The teacher knows that the students 
want to study in Multimedia room. It means that they need an LCD. Therefore when 
the teacher has a problem in borrowing LCD, she asks the student to help her. Before 
the teacher asks the students, she tries to satisfy the student‟s positive face by saying 
the students wants to study in multimedia room.  
 
(2) Seek agreement 
DATUM4/CD1/PP/SAGR 
“Iya, buku sama LKS nya di bawa.” 
(Yes, you should bring your book and LKS.) 
The teacher used positive politeness while uttering the utterance above. It belongs to 
seek agreement. Seek agreement may also be stressed by repeating part or all of what 
the preceding speaker has said. In this conversation, the teacher agrees with what 
student said by repeating what he said. The context is the student asked to the teacher 
“Bu, mbeto buku? (Miss, should we bring our books?)”. Then she answer “Yes, you 
should bring your book and LKS” to assert that she agrees with what they said. 
2) Core activity 
There are several politeness strategies used by teacher during teaching process in 
English class.  
 
 
 
 
a) Bald on record strategy 
There are some utterances of bald on record strategy used by teacher.  
(1) Maximum Efficiency 
DATUM9/CD1/BOR/MXEF 
“Ikut saya! (Follow me)” 
The utterance above shows that the use of maximum efficiency is important, because 
the situation is urgent. The teacher asks to the student to help her to take some book 
at that time.  
(2) Offers 
There are 4 utterances used Offers strategy: 
DATUM5/CD1/BOR/OFFR 
“Silahkan perwakilan salah satu ambil semua kamus yang ada di kelas. Please, one 
of you, take all of dictionary” 
The utterance shows that the teacher asks to the students to take a dictionary in the 
classroom.. The teacher uses the word “silahkan (please)” to minimize the threat to 
the student‟s face. it also applies in data 7, 10, 13. 
b) Positive politeness strategy 
There is an utterance use positive politeness strategies found in core activity. 
DATUM8/CD1/PP/OFPR 
“Saya ambilkan bukunya saja, berapa kelompok ini?” 
(Let me take the book, how many group?) 
The speaker in this strategy tries to offer herself. In this conversation, the teacher 
wants to help the students to take some books for them. 
 
 
 
 
c) Off-record strategy 
DATUM12/CD1/OR/GVCL 
“Sudah mau selesai lho waktunya.” 
The utterance above belongs to give association clues. It shows that the teacher 
conveys a command to the students to collect the assignment soon.  
3) Closing activity 
There is an utterance found in opening activity. 
DATUM14/CD4/BOR/OFFR 
“Iya, yang sudah selesai dikumpulin!” 
The utterance above belongs to bald on record strategy- cases of FTA-oriented bald 
on record usage. The utterance above shows that the situation is not urgent. So the 
use of maximum efficiency and face redress is not necessary important. The teacher 
wants to command te students to collect their task if they have been finished it. 
From the presentation of data finding above, the researcher uses table to make easier 
to know the frequency of the use type of Politeness Strategy in each meeting. The 
table is as below: 
Table 4.1 The Frequency of The Use of Politeness Strategy by Teacher 
Context Kinds of Politeness Strategy 
Data 
Number 
Frequency 
Opening 
Bald On 
Record 
Offers 3 1 
 
Positive 
Politeness 
Notice, attend to 
hearer 
1 1 
  
Seek Agreement 4 1 
Core 
Bald On 
Record 
Maximum 
Efficiency 
9 1 
  
Offers 5, 7,10, 13 4 
 
 
 
 
 
Positive 
Politeness 
Offer, promise 8 1 
 
Off record 
Give 
Assosiation 
clues 
12 1 
Closing 
Bald On 
Record 
Offers 14 1 
Total 
   
11 
 
b. Second observation 
The researcher found 27 utterances of politeness strategies used by teacher in the 
second observation. The detail as below: 
Day, Date : Sunday, 23th  October 2016 
Time  : 12.00- 13.20 WIB 
1) Opening activity 
There is an utterance found in opening activity.  
DATUM15/CD2/BOR/MXEF 
  “Ayo..!!. (Come on!)” 
The utterance above belongs to bald on record strategy- Cases non-minimization of 
the threat. It shows that the use of maximum efficiency is important, because the 
situation is urgent. The teacher asks to the student to enter the class because the 
learning process will begin. 
2) Core activity 
There are utterances of politeness strategy found during core activity. The detail is 
below: 
a) Bald on record strategy 
 
 
 
 
(1) Power different between S and H 
DATUM38/CD2/BOR/PWDF 
“Ya, dicari mas!. (Find it!) 
The utterance above shows that the use of maximum efficiency is important, because 
the teacher asks to the student to find the assignment at that time. 
(2) Sympathetic advice or warnings 
DATUM21/CD2/BOR/SMAW 
“Hayo, gak boleh rame. Tanyanya satu-satu..” 
It belongs to bald on record strategy. The utterance shows that the teacher warns the 
students to be not quiet. It also applies in data 41.  
(3) Offers  
There were 12 utterances used Offers Strategy. The detail is as below: 
 DATUM18/CD2/BOR/OFFR 
“Silahkan maju mas!! (Please come forward, mas!)” 
 The utterance above, the teacher used bald on record strategy. She give command or 
offers the student to come forward. It also applies in data 19, 24, 25, 26, 35, 36, 37, 
39, 40, 42, 43. 
b) Positive Politeness Strategy 
(1) Use in-group identity markers 
“DATUM44/CD2/PP/UGIM” 
 “Mas.. Minta tolong dong!. (Mas, help me please!)” 
 
 
 
 
 In the conversation above, the teacher used positive politeness strategy by 
using “please” to soften the threat. Beside that the teacher uses the word “Mas” to call 
the student as to show the identity. 
(2) Seek agreement 
“DATUM31/CD2/PP/SAGR”  
“Ya, sampah. (Yes, the rubbish) 
In order to show that the teacher agree with the student statement, the teacher repeat 
what have been said by the student. In this conversation the students asked the 
teacher, “Sampah?, (How about the rubbish?),then the teacher answer by repeating all 
of part the student statement (Ya, sampah.) 
(3) Give or ask for reasons 
DATUM17/CD2/PP/GAFR 
“kenapa kamu milih di pojok? (Why do you choose in the corner? ” 
The utterance above shows that teacher employs positive politeness strategy 13, 
namely give or ask for reason. The teacher asks the student about the reason why she 
did not want to sit in the front desk. 
c) Negative politeness strategy 
There are two utterances used negative politeness strategy. 
DATUM16/CD2/NP/CNVI 
“Ayo silahkan yang belum.” 
That utterance belongs to be conventionally indirect. The teacher means to command 
the students who haven‟t finished her task to finish it soon. Besides that, there is an 
utterance used negative politeness strategy found during core activity. 
 
 
 
 
  DATUM27/CD2/NP/IMPR 
“T : Yang lain diam ya..” 
The utterance above shows that teacher employs negative politeness strategy 7, 
namely impersonalize S and H. in expressing this strategy, the speaker safe the 
hearer‟s negative face by avoiding “I” and “you”. The speaker is demonstrating the 
hearer by not using the pronouns “I” and “you”. In this context, the speaker use “yang 
lain” means “the others”. 
d) Off-record strategy 
(1) Give hints 
There is an utterance use give hints strategy. 
DATUM23/CD2/OR/GVHN 
“T : Hallo.. Ssttt” 
The utterance above shows that the teacher is disturbed by the students because they 
were noisy. The teacher said that utterance to give a clue and hopes the students know 
what she means. Then the students will do something, such as being quiet. 
(2) Give association clues 
There is an utterance use give association clues strategy. 
DATUM29/CD2/OR/GVCL 
“T : Time is running” 
The teacher said this utterance not only for gives information, but also to remembers 
and commands. The teacher gives a command by give a clue “time is running” and 
hopes the students will finish their assignment soon before the time runs out. 
(3) Use rhetorical questions 
 
 
 
 
There is an utterance use rhetorical question strategy. 
DATUM22/CD2/OR/URTQ 
“Ayo , ada  yang mau bertanya?!. (is there any question?)” 
In this context, the students know that the meaning of that question is command. 
Actually, they know that it is time for students to ask to the group that presents in 
front of class. The teacher gives command by using question without hopes to get an 
answer from the students. The purpose of that utterance is the teacher wants to 
disguise the meaning, it is asking and commanding.   
3) Closing activity 
There is an utterance found in teaching process during closing activity. 
  DATUM45/CD2/BOR/OFFR 
“T : Silahkan yang sudah selesai dikumpulkan. Lalu kembali ke kelas.” 
It belongs to Cases of FTA-oriented bald on record usage by offer to the hearer. The 
utterance shows that the teacher asks to the students to collect the assignment then 
back to the class. The teacher uses the word “silahkan” to minimize the threat to the 
student‟s face.  
From the presentation of data finding above, the researcher uses table to make easier 
to know the frequency of the use type of Politeness Strategy in each meeting. The 
table is as below: 
Table 4.2 The Frequency of The Use of Politeness Strategy by Teacher  
Context Kinds of Politeness Strategy Data Number Frequency 
Opening 
Bald On 
Record 
Maximum Efficiency 15 1 
Core Bald On power different 38 1 
 
 
 
 
Record between S and H 
  
Sympathetic advice or 
warnings 
21, 41 2 
  
Offers 
18, 19, 24, 25, 
26, 35, 36, 37, 
39, 40, 42,  43 
12 
 
Positive 
Politenes 
Use in-group identuty 
markers 
44 1 
  
Seek Agreement 31, 32, 34 3 
  
Give or Ask or reason 17 1 
 
Negative 
Politeness 
Be conventionally 
indirect 
16 1 
  
Impersonalize S and H 27 1 
 
Off 
record 
Strategy 
Give hints 23 1 
  
Give association clues 29 1 
  
Use rhetorical 
questions 
22 1 
Closing 
Bald On 
Record 
Offers 45 1 
Total  
   
27 
 
c. Third observation 
The researcher found 23 utterances of politeness strategies used by teacher in the 
third first observation. The detail as below: 
Day, Date : Wednesday, 26th October 2016 
Time  : 10.10- 11.30 WIB 
1) Opening activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the opening activity. 
2) Core activity 
a) Bald on record strategy 
(1) Maximum Efficiency 
 
 
 
 
DATUM53/CD3/BOR/MXEF 
“Sekarang!!,  (Now!)” 
The utterance above shows that the use of maximum efficiency is important, because 
the situation is urgent. The teacher asks to the student to do the assignment at that 
time. It also applies in data 63. 
(2) Sympathetic advice or warnings 
DATUM73/CD3/BOR/SMAW 
“Ee..mbok jangan gitu to mas!” 
The context is that there is a student comes late, but he just enters the class without 
permission. Then, the teacher gives him a warning to do not be like that. 
(3) Offers  
There was some utterances used Offers strategy. The detail is as below: 
DATUM47/CD3/BOR/OFFR 
“Tolong buka LKS nya halaman 34!!, (Open the workbook page 34!)” 
In the conversation above, the teacher said directly to the students to open their 
workbook. Therefore the teacher used bald on record in uttering offer. It also applies 
in data 50, 60, 62, 64, 67, 68. 
 
b) Positive politeness strategy 
DATUM65/CD3/PP/AVDG 
“Saya orang jawa?. (I‟m Javanesse)” 
 
 
 
 
The utterance above shows that teacher avoids disagreement. The teacher actually not 
sure to answers the student question. Then the student said, “katanya orang inggris? 
(are you British right?), because they hope the teacher know about what they mean.  
c) Negative politeness Strategy 
There is an utterance uttered by teacher used negative politeness strategy. 
DATUM51/CD3/NP/QSHD 
“Kalau tidak di kerjakan, akan saya suruh hafali. (If you are not doing this task,I will 
ask you to memorized it).” 
d) Off-record strategy 
(1) Give hints 
DATUM59/CD3/OR/GVHN 
“T : Itu lho.. (point the whiteboard)” 
In this strategy, the teacher is inviting the students to find the implied meaning of the 
hints. The teacher is stating indirectly that the student should find the vocab in the 
white boar before he ask to the teacher. It also applies in data 61, 66, 69, 71, 72. 
(2) Overstate 
DATUM54/CD3/OR/OVRS 
“T : Along itu sepanjang. Udah, gampang kan? Tuh dilihat gini aja bisa..” 
The student asks to the teacher about along means. The teacher appreciates his 
question. In this utterance the teacher said „Tuh dilihat gini aja bisa” to show her 
overstate that the task given by her to the student was very easy.  
(3) Use rhetorical questions 
DATUM48/CD3/OR/URTQ 
 
 
 
 
“T : Sssttt..bisa diem gak mas?!” 
In this context, the students know that the meaning of that question is command. 
Actually, they know that it is time for study together. The teacher gives command by 
using question without hopes to get an answer from the students. The purpose of that 
utterance is the teacher wants to disguise the meaning, it is asking and commanding.  
It also applies in data 56. 
(4) Be vague 
DATUM49/CD3/OR/BVGU 
“T : Ini orang ramenya .. Ya allah” 
In this strategy, the speaker delivers his or her message by saying something 
unclearly. The word “ini orang” in the above statement is an example that the teacher 
is being unclear about the object of FTA. 
3) Closing activity 
a) Bald on record strategy 
There is an utterance use bald on record strategy found in closing activity. 
DATUM74/CD3/BOR/ORBOR 
“T : Ayo dikumpulkan! Berdoa dulu.” 
The utterance above belongs to Cases of FTA-oriented bald on record usage. The 
teacher asks the student to praying together. The use of maximum efficiency in this 
context is not necessary, because it is not urgent situation.  
From the presentation of data finding above, the researcher uses table to make easier 
to know the frequency of the use type of Politeness Strategy in each meeting. The 
table is as below: 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.3 The Frequency of The Use of Politeness Strategy 
Context Kinds of Politeness Strategy 
Data 
Number 
Frequency 
Opening - 
   
Core 
Bald On 
Record 
Maximum 
Efficiency 
53, 63 2 
  
Sympathetic 
advice or 
warnings 
73 1 
  
Offers 
47, 50, 60, 
62, 64, 67, 
68 
7 
 
Positive 
Politenes 
Avoid 
Disagreement 
65 1 
 
Negative 
Politeness 
Question, hedge 51 1 
 
Off record 
Strategy 
Give hints 
59, 61, 66, 
69, 71, 72 
6 
  
Overstate 54 1 
  
Use rhetorical 
questions 
48, 56, 2 
  
Be vague 49 1 
Closing 
Bald On 
Record 
Maximum 
Efficiency 
74 1 
Total  
   
23 
 
d. Fourth observation 
There are 43 politeness strategies utterance found during teaching process in the 
fourth observation. The detail is below: 
Day, Date : Sunday, 30
th 
 October 2016 
Time : 12.00- 13.20 WIB 
1) Opening activity 
a) Bald on record strategy 
 
 
 
 
(1) Welcoming 
There is an utterance uttered by the teacher by using welcoming strategy.  
DATUM75/CD4/BOR/WLCM 
“Good Morning students?.  
The teacher used bald on record in uttered welcoming to the students. This strategy 
used because the teacher insists that the students may impose on her negative face. 
(2) Offers 
There is an utterances found during core activity. The detail is below: 
DATUM79/CD4/BOR/OFFR 
“ Ssshh.. dilanjutkan nanti ya itu.” 
The teacher directly uttered the utterance above because she wants to welcomes the 
student when the learning will be started.  
2) Core activity 
a) Bald on Record Strategy 
(1) Maximum Efficiency 
There are 24 utterances found in opening activity. 
DATUM81/CD4/BOR/MXEF 
“Ayo di tokne LKS e! (Take out the workbook)” 
The teacher uttered the utterance to the students directly. She didn‟t concern any face 
risk because of her utterance. Teacher could directly command the students because 
she has higher authority than them. Teacher knew well that students would comply 
what she commanded because student didn‟t have any option to disobey her 
 
 
 
 
command. It also applies for data 85, 87, 90, 91, 92, 93, 98, 99, 101, 103, 105, 107, 
108, 110, 111, 112, 116, 117, 118, 119, 121, 123, and 125. 
(2) Sympathetic advice or warnings 
DATUM88/CD4/BOR/SMAW 
“Makane di gathekne! (So, you have to pay attention it).” 
Teacher used Bald on record strategy to give advice to the students. The utterance 
shows that the teacher wants the student to pay attention the learning.  
b) Positive politeness strategy 
(1) Seek agreement  
DATUM82/CD4/PP/SAGR 
“Iyo, LKS.” 
The context is the students ask to the teacher “LKS bu?”, then the teacher answers 
“Iyo, LKS”. That utterance shows how the teacher uses seek agreement strategy by 
repeating part of what the student said. It also applies in data 82, 95, 97, and 102. 
(2) Assert S‟s knowledge of H‟s wants and willingness to fit one‟s 
own wants in with them 
DATUM89/CD4/PP/ASCG 
“T : jamanmu iki kemah wis penak banget. Turumu nggone wis penak banget. Ono 
kolam renange. Kalo bu hesti dulu, nek jenenge kemah kui bener-bener neng 
lapangan. Lha wong koyo ngono we sambat no.” 
In this context, the teacher uses assert common ground strategy. This where, the 
speaker speaks as if the hearer were the speaker, or the hearer‟s knowledge were 
 
 
 
 
equal to the speaker‟s knowledge (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 119). The utterance 
above shows that the teacher and student‟s knowledge about scout were equal.   
c) Off-record strategy 
(1) Give hints 
DATUM120/CD4/OR/GVHN 
“Ssssttt…” 
In this strategy, the teacher is inviting the students to find the implied meaning of the 
hints. The teacher is stating indirectly that the students should be quite. It also applies 
in data 126. 
(2) Give association clues 
DATUM94/CD4/OR/GVCL 
“Ok, number one Mbak!!” 
The utterance above belongs to give association clues. It shows that the teacher 
coveys a command to the students to read the question number one. This strategy also 
applies in data 113, 114, and 115. 
(3) Presuppose 
DATUM109/CD4/PP/ASCG 
“Wong sing neng kene we krungu lho.” 
In this utterance above, the teacher use point of view operation of positive politeness 
strategy. Especially, the teacher use place switches strategy.  
(4) Use rhetorical questions 
DATUM100/CD4/OR/URTQ 
“Iki kok panas men to cah?”  
 
 
 
 
In this context, the students know that the meaning of that question is command. 
Actually, they know that it is hot. The teacher gives command by using question 
without hopes to get an answer from the students. The purpose of that utterance is the 
teacher wants to disguise the meaning, it is asking and commanding. Actually, the 
teacher‟s purpose is wants the students to turn on the fan.  
3) Closing activity 
There is an utterance found. 
  DATUM127/CD4/PP/FRWL 
“see you” 
The utterance above belongs to bald on record strategy. The teacher uttered farewell 
directly in the closing activity. 
From the presentation of data finding above, the researcher uses table to make easier 
to know the frequency of the use type of Politeness Strategy in each meeting. The 
table is as below: 
Table 4.4 The Frequency of The Use of Politeness Strategy by Teacher 
Context Kinds of Politeness Strategy Data Number Frequency 
OPENING 
Bald On 
Record 
Welcoming 75 1 
  
Offers 79 1 
Core 
Bald On 
Record 
Maximum Efficiency 
81, 85, 87, 90, 91, 92, 93, 
98, 99, 101, 103, 105, 107, 
108, 110, 111, 112, 116, 
117, 118, 119, 121, 123, 
125 
24 
  
Sympathetic advice 
or warnings 
88 1 
  
Offers 122 1 
 
Positive 
Politenes 
Seek Agreement 82, 95, 97, 102 4 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.5 The Frequency of The Use of Politeness Strategy by Teacher in Uttering 
Politeness Strategy during Teaching Process was Ongoing. 
Kind of Politeness Strategy 
Meeting 
Frequency 
TOTA
L 1 2 3 4 
Bald On 
Record 
Maximum 
Efficiency 
1 1 3 24 29 
64 
power different 
between S and H  
1 
  
1 
Sympathetic advice 
or warnings  
2 1 1 4 
Welcoming 
   
1 1 
Farewells 
   
1 1 
Offers 6 13 7 2 28 
Politenes
s Strategy 
Notice, attend to 
hearer 
1 
   
1 
15 
Use in-group 
identuty markers  
1 
  
1 
Seek Agreement 1 3 
 
4 8 
Avoid 
Disagreement   
1 
 
1 
Assert common 
ground    
2 2 
Offer, promise 1 
   
1 
Give or Ask or 
reason  
1 
  
1 
  
Assert common 
ground 
89, 109 2 
 
Negative 
Politeness 
Question, hedge 106 1 
 
Off record 
Strategy 
Give hints 120, 126 2 
  
Give association 
clues 
94, 113, 114, 115 4 
  
Use rhetorical 
questions 
100 1 
closing 
Bald On 
Record 
Farewells 127 1 
    
43 
 
 
 
 
Negative 
Politenes
s 
Be conventionally 
indirect  
1 
  
1 
4 
Question, hedge 
  
1 1 2 
Impersonalize S and 
H  
1 
  
1 
Off 
record 
Strategy 
 
 
Give hints 
 
1 6 2 9 21 
Give association 
clues 
1 1 
 
4 6 
Overstate 
  
1 
 
1 
Use rhetorical 
questions  
1 
 
1 2 
Be ambiguous 
  
2 
 
2 
Be vague 
  
1 
 
1 
Total 104 
 
As it is drawn in Table 4.5. , there are 104 utterances of politeness strategies used by 
the teacher during teaching process in English class. The finding clearly show that the 
teacher apply most of bald on record strategy in teaching process. 
In the highest rank, there are some types of politeness strategy that appears more than 
others.  There is the strategy of “maximum efficiency” strategy, part of bald on 
record. It is followed by Offers strategy. In the third rank, there is a strategy of „give 
hints”. Meanwhile, the last rank is covered by the strategies which have the 
occurrence once times. Those are the strategies of Power different between S and H, 
Welcoming, Farewells, Notice, attend to hearer, Use in-group identity markers, Avoid 
Disagreement, Offer/ promise, Give or Ask or reason, Be conventionally indirect, 
Impersonalize S and H, Overstate, Be vague. 
2. The explanation of politeness strategies used by students during learning 
process in English class. 
a. First observation 
 
 
 
 
The researcher found 7 utterances of politeness strategies used by students in the first 
observation. The detail as below: 
Description of context 
Day, Date : Wednesday, 19
th
 October 2016 
Time  : 10.10- 11.30 WIB 
1) Opening activity 
a) Positive politeness strategy  
(1) Offer, promise 
DATUM2/CD1/PP/OFPR  
“Tak pinjamkan bu..” 
The context is the teacher wants to borrow an LCD. Then one of the students offers to 
borrow it for the teacher. He really wants to help the teacher to show his solidarity. 
2) Core activity 
a) Off record strategy 
(1) Give association clues 
DATUM6/CD1/OR/GVCL 
“Sel, nang slorok…” 
The utterance above belongs to give association clues. It shows that the student 
coveys a command to his friend to take his dictionary in the drawer. It also applies in 
data 11. 
3) Closing activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in closing activity.  
 
 
 
 
From the presentation of data finding above, the researcher uses table to make easier 
to know the frequency of the use type of Politeness Strategy in each meeting. The 
table is as below: 
Table 4.6 The Frequency of The Use of Politeness Strategy by Students 
Context 
Kinds of Politeness 
Strategy 
Data 
Number 
Frequency 
Opening - - 
  
Core 
Positive 
Politeness 
Offer, 
promise 
2 1 
 
Off 
record 
strategy 
Give 
Association 
clues 
6, 11 2 
Closing - - 
  
Total 
   
3 
 
b. Second observation 
The researcher found 6 utterances of politeness strategies used by students in the 
second observation. The detail as below: 
Day, Date : Sunday, 23th  October 2016 
Time  : 12.00- 13.20 WIB 
1) Opening activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in opening activity.   
2) Core activity 
a) Bald on record strategy 
(1) Sympathetic advice or warnings 
DATUM28/CD2/BOR/MNTH 
“Mbak.. Nyingkat waktu mbak..” 
 
 
 
 
The student used bald on record strategy by giving a warning or advice to his friend. 
In this context, the student conveys a command to his friend to shorten his request 
soon because the time will end. The use of maximum efficiency is necessary because 
it is urgent.  
b) Positive politeness strategy 
(1) Joke 
DATUM33/CD2/PP/JOKE 
“Lenser” 
The example above shows that student employs a joke. When the teacher asked about 
what is “tanah longsor” in English, the student just responses by joking, “lenser”. 
Lenser is Javanese language term which have meaning a landslide or it is usually 
called longsor. 
(2) Presuppose/ Assert common ground 
DATUM30/CD2/PP/ASCG 
“S : Bu, saya kan kecil. Boten kelihatan, bu.” 
The students use point of view operation of positive politeness strategy. Especially, 
the student uses personal center switch where the teacher‟s knowledge were equal to 
the student‟s knowledge. 
c) Off record strategy.  
There is an utterance found: 
DATUM20/CD2/OR/URTQ 
“Bisa diulang?!” 
 
 
 
 
In this context, the students know that the meaning of that question is command. The 
student gives command by using question without hopes to get an answer from the 
students. The purpose of that utterance is the student wants the group who presents 
her assignment can repeat the answer from his question.   
3) Closing activity 
There is no politeness strategies utterance used by students found during closing 
activity. 
From the presentation of data finding above, the researcher uses table to make easier 
to know the frequency of the use type of Politeness Strategy in each meeting. The 
table is as below: 
Table 4.7 The Frequency of The Use of  Politeness Strategy by Students 
Context Kinds of Politeness Strategy 
Data 
Number Frequency 
Opening - - 
  
Core 
Bald On 
Record 
Sympathetic 
advice or 
warnings 28 1 
 
Positive 
Politeness 
Assert common 
ground 30 1 
  
Joke 33 1 
 
Off 
record 
Strategy 
Use rhetorical 
questions 
20 1 
Closing - 
   Total  
   
4 
 
c. Third observation 
The researcher found 6 utterances of politeness strategies used by the students in the 
third observation. The detail as below: 
 
 
 
 
Day, Date : Wednesday, 26th October 2016 
Time  : 10.10- 11.30 WIB 
1) Opening activity 
a) Positive politeness strategy 
(1) Avoid disagreement 
DATUM46/CD3/PP/AVDG 
“S : Lho kok aku bu?!” 
Actually the student said that his friend have a serious illness, osteoporosis. However, 
he lies when he answers the teacher question. He said that he does not say like that. 
2) Core activity 
a) Positive politeness strategy 
(1) Seek agreement 
DATUM58/CD3/PP/SAGR 
“Macam, lali aku. Wis tuo..” 
Seek agreement may be stressed by repeating a part or what the entire preceding the 
speaker has said in a conversation. It is not only used to demonstrate that one has 
correctly what was said but also used to stressed emotional agreement with the 
utterance.  
(2) Avoid disagreement 
DATUM52/CD3/PP/AVDG 
“Oohh…Kapan,  bu?” 
The context is the teacher asks to the student to do the assignment that day. The 
utterance above shows that actually the students want to say “No”. In order to safe 
 
 
 
 
teacher‟s positive face, the student responses by saying “Oh.. kapan bu?” so that it is 
not seen that he disagrees with the teacher. It also applies in data 57. 
b) Negative politeness strategy 
(1) Be pessimistic 
DATUM55/CD3/NP/BPES 
“Bisa ngawur..?” 
This strategy gives redress to H‟s negative face by explicitly expressing doubt that 
the conditions. 
c) Off record strategy 
There is an utterance used Give association clues, the detail is below: 
DATUM80/CD3/OR/GVHN 
“Bu, metengi bu!” 
The utterance above belongs to give hint. It shows that the student conveys a 
command to the teacher to moves.  
3) Closing activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategies found in closing activity. 
From the presentation of data finding above, the researcher uses table to make easier 
to know the frequency of the use type of Politeness Strategy in each meeting. The 
table is as below: 
 
Table 4.8 The Frequency of The Use of  Politeness Strategy by Students 
Context Kinds of Politeness Strategy 
Data 
Number 
Frequency 
 
 
 
 
Opening 
Positive 
Politeness 
Strategy 
Avoid 
Disagreement 
46 1 
Core 
Positive 
Politeness 
Seek Agreement 58 1 
  
Avoid 
Disagreement 
52, 57 2 
  
Be pessimistic 55 1 
 
Negative 
Politeness 
Give hints 70 1 
Closing - 
  
- 
Total    6 
 
d. Fourth observation 
There are 11 politeness strategies utterance found during teaching process in the 
fourth observation. The detail is below: 
Day, Date : Sunday, 30
th 
 October 2016 
Time  : 12.00- 13.20 WIB 
1) Opening activity  
a) Positive politeness strategy 
(1) Offer, promise 
DATUM77/CD4/PP/OFPR 
“S: oke.” 
The context of that utterance is the teacher told about schedule for next week. The 
teacher asks them to save it. The students promise to save it. Thus, the teacher‟s 
positive face has been fulfilled because the student has appreciated her. It also applies 
in data 78. 
(2) Include both S and H in the activity 
 
 
 
 
DATUM80/CD4/PP/SHACT 
“Yok maju katimbang di hukum (kepada teman sebangkunya)”  
The utterance above belongs to “Include both teacher and student in the activity. 
Those utterance shows that the student includes his friend in his activity. It makes the 
request more polite because it indicates the cooperation between both of them that the 
goals not only for the student but also for his friend. This context means that not only 
the student which is come to the front sit but also his friend. 
2) Core activity 
a) Positive politeness strategy 
(1) Seek agreement 
DATUM83/CD4/PP/SAGR 
“S: Masiiih.” 
In this context, the teacher ask to the students “masih capek?”, then the students 
answer “Masiih”. That utterance shows how the students use seek agreement strategy  
by repeating part of what the teacher said. 
It also applies in data 124. 
(2) Avoid disagreement 
DATUM86/CD4/PP/AVDG 
“S : tadi mau sholat penuh bu.” 
In this context, the teacher ask to the students, why he did not praying at break 
time?”. Then, the student answer “tadi mau sholat penuh, bu. In order to safe 
teacher‟s positive face, the student responses teacher question by hedging his opinion. 
 
 
 
 
He chooses to be vague about his own opinion so that it is not seen that he d
 isagree with the teacher. This strategy also applies in data 105. 
(3) Joke  
DATUM96/CD4/PP/JOKE 
“ Wiih.. sing ngajari aku mau.” 
The context is the teacher asks a question to the student, but he cannot answer. Then, 
his friend can answer the question correctly, he just responses by joking “wiih.. sing 
ngajari aku mau..  
(4) Offer, Promise 
DATUM104/CD4/NP/OFPR 
“Saya aja bu.” 
The student in this strategy tries to safe the hearer‟s negative face by saying “saya aja 
bu” to offer himself. The teacher wants to read the question when the teacher ask 
another to read. 
b) Off record strategy 
(1) Displace H 
DATUM97/CD4/OR/DSPL  
“S: bu, agra kemaren nangis kenapa bu?” 
The real target in this utterance is Agra. However the student chooses the teacher as 
the target for his FTA. It may cause that the student ashamed for asking to Agra 
directly. Furthermore, the students hope that Agra will see that the FTA is aimed at 
him. 
 
 
 
 
From the presentation of data finding above, the researcher uses table to make easier 
to know the frequency of the use type of Politeness Strategy in each meeting. The 
table is as below: 
Table 4.9 The Frequency of The Use of  Politeness Strategy by Students 
Context Kinds of Politeness Strategy 
Data 
Number Frequency 
Opening 
Bald On 
Record Welcoming 76 1 
 
Positive 
Politeness Offer, Promise 77, 78 2 
  
Include both S and 
H in the activity 80 1 
  
Seek Agreement 83, 124 2 
Core 
Positive 
Politeness  
Avoid 
Disagreement 86 1 
  
Joke 96 1 
  
Offer, promise 104 1 
 
Negative 
Politeness 
Displace H 
84 1 
Total  
 
 
 
10 
 
Table 4.10 The Frequency of The Use of Politeness Strategy by Students in Uttering 
Politeness Strategy during Teaching Process was Ongoing. 
Kind of Politeness Strategy 
Meeting 
Frequency 
TOTA
L 1 2 3 4 
Bald 
On 
Record 
Sympathetic advice or 
warnings  
1 
  
1 
2 
Welcoming 
   
1 1 
P
o
li
te
n
es
s 
S
tr
at
eg
y
 Seek Agreement 
  
1 2 3 
16 
Avoid Disagreement 
  
3 1 4 
Assert common 
ground  
1 
  
1 
Joke 
 
1 
 
1 2 
Offer, promise 1 
  
3 4 
Include both S and H 
   
1 1 
 
 
 
 
in the activity 
Be pessimistic 
  
1 
 
1 
N
eg
at
iv
e 
P
o
li
te
n
es
s Give hints   
1 
 
1 
4 
Give association clues 2 
   
2 
Use rhetorical 
questions  
1 
  
1 
Off 
record 
Strategy 
Displace H 
   
1 1 1 
Total 23 
 
As it is drawn in Table 4.10, there are 23 utterances of politeness strategies used by 
the students during learning process in English class. The finding clearly showed that 
the students apply most of positive politeness strategy in learning process. The 
strategy of Avoid Disagreement and Offer/ promise is in the highest rank with 4 data 
out of the 23 data. In the second rank, there is a strategy of “seek agreement” which 
have 3 data. It is followed by two strategies which have 2 data. Those are strategy of 
joke and give association clues.  
In the last rank, is covered by the strategies which have the occurrence once time. 
Those are the strategies of Sympathetic advice or warnings, welcoming, assert 
common ground, include both S and H in the activity, be pessimistic, give hints, use 
rhetorical questions, and displace H. 
B. Discussion 
This section presents the discussion of the research findings. As mentioned in the 
previous chapter, there are two problem statements proposed in this study. The aims 
of this study are to know what types of politeness strategies used by Teacher and 
what types of politeness strategies used by students in English class. 
 
 
 
 
The researcher used Brown and Levinson theory to describe the type of teacher and 
students politeness strategies in English class. From the research finding above, the 
researcher found several types of politeness strategies used by teacher and students in 
English class. The data finding was discussed by using politeness strategies theory by 
Brown and Levinson. The detail is as below: 
1. Types of politeness strategies used by teacher  
From the total number of 104 utterances, the researcher found 64 were used bald on 
record strategy, 15 used positive politeness strategy, 4 used negative politeness 
strategy, and 21 used Off-record strategy. The use of politeness strategy was 
dominated by bald-on record strategy. 
Bald-on record is related with directness. Directness commonly is employed by 
speaker who has higher authority than hearer. Thus, bald-on record commonly uttered 
by speaker who has higher authority or more powerful than hearer.The use of bald on 
record strategy was reflected when the teacher uttered command to the students. By 
using this strategy, the addressee possible to easy catch the speaker mean, so 
misunderstanding can be avoided (Brown and Levinson, 1992: 71). So, the teacher 
often used this strategy to do her instruction. 
2. Types of politeness strategies used by students 
There are 23 utterances found that used by students during four meetings. From the 
total number, 2 utterances used bald on record strategy, 16 used positive politeness 
strategy, 4 utterances used negative politeness strategy, and an utterance used off 
record strategy. The use of politeness strategy was dominated by positive politeness 
 
 
 
 
strategy. The speaker uses positive politeness strategies because he can satisfy 
hearer‟s positive face, to some respect (brown and Levinson, 1992 :72).  
It is reflected when the student giving a respect to the teacher even though they did 
some jokes. From doing this strategy, the students can minimize the face threatening 
acts by assuring the teacher that she considers them to be of a same kind; she likes 
them and wants their wants. For example, in data number 59 “Ooh, kapan bu?” in this 
context the teacher asked the students to do the assignment and they should compiled 
it soon, at that time. Actually they knew what the teacher means, but the still asked 
when they should do it. They wanted the teacher knew that they did not do it now, but 
tomorrow or the other times. Besides that the students can emphasize friendly context 
by doing some jokes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
This chapter is the last chapter of this research. After the researcher explored 
the discussion of the research findings which focus on the explanations of politeness 
strategies used by teacher and students in English class, then some conclusions and 
suggestions for some parties are made below. 
A. Conclusions 
Based on the research findings and discussions, the result of this research 
shows two important points as follows. 
1. Related to the application of politeness strategies used by teacher, the 
findings show that all politeness strategies can be found in the teacher‟s 
utterances. The researcher found out that there are 104 data of teacher‟s 
utterance on teaching process during four observations. The data contain 
64 data of bald on record strategy, 15 data of positive politeness strategy, 
4 data of negative politeness strategy, and 21 data of off record strategy. It 
means that Bald on record strategy noted as the high rank. Meanwhile, 
negative politeness strategy is in the lowest rank. 
2. The researcher found 23 utterances containing politeness strategy used by 
students. There are 2 utterances of bald on record, 15 utterances of 
positive politeness strategy an utterance of negative politeness strategy, , 
 
 
 
 
and 5 utterances of off record strategy. The data show that the students 
preferred positive politeness strategy to other strategies in conducting 
communication with the teacher during teaching process.  
B. Suggestion 
From the analysis about the politeness strategies, the researcher has 
some suggestions as follows: 
1. The teacher 
The researcher suggests the teacher who teaches especially English to 
more consider about the use of politeness strategy in giving material in the 
classroom interaction to the students. In addition, the function of 
politeness strategy is very necessary to support the student‟s skill to be 
better. Moreover, how the way the teacher giving materials or giving 
motivations and managing the class through the language used by the 
teacher in the classroom is able to influence the students‟ characters in 
life. 
2. Parents 
Parents still play an important role to build students characters, so it is 
suggested to parents to give love and education for good attitude.  
3. The students 
This research can be an additional reference for the English student 
especially for linguistic students. It is suggested for the English students 
who take linguistic concentration for they have to learn more about 
pragmatics especially politeness strategy. The students are supposed to 
 
 
 
 
learn pragmatics seriously. It is important because pragmatic is a study 
which learns about the meaning behind the sentence. 
4. The other researcher 
This research just focuses on what kinds of politeness strategies strategy 
used by teacher and student in English class. This study can lead other 
researchers to conduct research on politeness strategies in the other form 
of literary works such as poetry and drama in the purpose of enriching the 
discourse studies. It is also hoped that the study on politeness involves 
language other than English; so, it can broaden the knowledge in applying 
linguistic aspects in various languages.   
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STUDENTS LIST OF CLASS 9C 
 
NO NIS NAMA 
1 1108 Abida Jayana Putri Ainun 
2 1109 Adelia Anggraini 
3 1112 Ahmad Thoyibul Hakim Al Faizin 
4 1113 Alfina Farihatul Maftuhah 
5 1114 Annesia Nurul Hikmah 
6 1116 Arsi Shofi Putri 
7 1117 Aufa Nur Ramadhani 
8 1118 Cicilia Wafiqul Aziah 
9 1119 Eriana Shilfa Haryuningtyas 
10 1120 Eva Rahmawati 
11 1121 Fani Noor Fadhila 
12 1184 Galih Sulistiyono 
13 1123 Hamzah Jundullah 
14 1124 Inayatul A‟isyah 
15 1125 Karomatul Auliyak 
16 1154 Kholidatul Chilmiya 
17 1213 Khurin „Iin Nabila Masruroh 
18 1127 Laeli Mazro‟ Ah 
19 1156 Lisa Ayu Agustina 
20 1128 M. Khanif Badruz Zaman 
21 1159 Mazidhatunnikmah 
22 1131 Muh Najmuddin Al-Khasan 
23 1130 Muhammad Khoirun Niam 
24 1161 Neli Fadhilah 
25 1163 Noviatur Rohmah 
26 1135 Putri Wulandari 
27 1136 Rizqi Febrian 
28 1138 Rona Qotrunnada 
29 1139 Shinta Fadillah 
30 1140 Umatul Wahidah 
 
 
 
 
 
FIELD NOTES 
 
FIRST OBSERVATION 
No  : 01 
Day, Date : Wednesday, 19th October 2016 
Time  : 10.10- 11.30 WIB 
Place   : MTs NU Assalam Kudus 
Observer  : Kurniatin 
The researcher came to the school at 06.30. The researcher enters the school 
office to meet the head master. As what he said, he will meet me with the English 
teacher. He introduces Miss Laili to me. Accidental today she will teach in 9C. It was 
an active class, she told me. The teacher and researcher enter the classroom. Then, the 
researcher took a sit in the back of class. Before the teacher started the learning 
activity, the researcher prepared the tools, such as, recorder, book note and pen. 
During the learning activity, the researcher records the activity and writes some notes. 
The reasons why the teacher took some notes is the situation in this class was very 
noisy, so the teacher voices difficult to be heard.  
The learning activity today is discussed about some request in LKS book. In 
opening activity, the teacher greeted “Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi 
wabarakatuh” and “Good morning, class?”. then the students answered by saying 
 
 
 
 
““Wa‟alaikumsalam warahmatullahi wa barakatuh. Good morning miss”. The teacher 
checked the attandance list and tried to make into a good condition.  
The learning activity finished at. the teacher asked the students to pray 
together. After praying together the researcher said thanks to them. Then the teacher 
closed the class by saying hamdallah together 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SECOND OBSERVATION 
No  : 02 
Day, Date : Sunday, 23th  October 2016 
Time  : 12.00- 13.20 WIB 
Place   : MTs NU Assalam Kudus  
Observer  : Kurniatin 
Sunday, 23th October 2016 the lesson started at 12.00- 13.20  in 9C class. The 
teacher and researcher say greeting “Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wa barakatuh, 
good morning class?”. Then the students respond greeting by saying 
“Wa‟alaikumsalam warahmatullahi wa barakatuh. Good Morning miss”. 
 The researcher checked the attandance list and tried to make into a good 
condition. Then the teacher explained what the task that should be done by the 
students. The teacher asks to the students to translate the article from English into 
Indonesia. After that, the teacher asked the students to collect it. If there is someone 
who did not collet it, the teacher will give him a punishment. The punishment is 
memorizing some vocabulary that written by the teacher in the white board. 
 The learning activity finished at 12.45. After the students collect the 
task, the researcher explained to the students what they should prepare for the next 
meeting.  The teacher asked the students to pray together. After praying together the 
researcher said thanks to them. Then the teacher closed the class by saying hamdallah 
together .  
 
 
 
 
THIRD OBSERVATION 
No  : 03 
Day, Date : Wednesday, 26th October 2016 
Time  : 10.10- 11.30 WIB 
Place   : MTs NU Assalam Kudus 
Observer  : Kurniatin 
The researcher came to the school at 06.30 in 9C class. The situation was 
quiet, because it was learning time. The researcher text Mrs. Laili as English teacher 
during walked to the office. In front of the office, the researcher met some teacher. 
Then, the researcher shakes hands with them. After waiting for some minutes, Mrs. 
Hesti exit from the office and met the researcher. She asked the researcher to enter 
the class. 
The teacher and researcher entered the classroom while discussed about the 
class. Then, the researcher took a sit in the back of class. Before the teacher started 
the learning activity, the researcher prepared the tools, such as, recorder, book note 
and pen. During the learning activity, the researcher records the activity and writes 
some notes. The reasons why the teacher took some notes is the situation in this class 
was very noisy, so the teacher voices difficult to be heard.  
The learning activity today is discussed about report text in LKS book. In 
opening activity, the teacher greeted “Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi 
wabarakatuh” and “Good morning, class?”. then the students answered by saying 
 
 
 
 
““Wa‟alaikumsalam warahmatullahi wa barakatuh. Good morning miss”. The teacher 
checked the attandance list and tried to make into a good condition. After that, the 
teacher asks the students to go to the multimedia center and gives lesson to the 
students. Today, they discuss about report text. They distinguish the differences about 
descriptive and repot text. Beside that they learn about the purpose, generic structure, 
and language features of report text.  
The learning activity finished at. . The teacher asked the students to pray together. 
After praying together the researcher said thanks to them. Then the teacher closed the 
class by saying hamdallah together . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FOURTH OBSERVATION 
No  : 04 
Day, Date : Sunday, 30th  October 2016 
Time  : 12.00- 13.20 WIB 
Place   : MTs NU Assalam Kudus 
Observer  : Kurniatin 
 
Wednesday 27th Mei 2016, the lesson started at 12.00- 13.20  in 8E class. The 
teacher and researcher says greeting “Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wa 
barakatuh, good morning class?”. Then the students responded greeting by saying 
“Wa‟alaikumsalam warahmatullahi wa barakatuh. Good Morning miss”. 
  The researcher checked the attandance list and tried to make into a good 
condition. Then the teacher explained that we would like to continue to discuss about 
report text similar with last meeting. The teacher asks to the students to go to the 
multimedia center. After that, the teacher asked the students to analyze the report text. 
Before that, the teacher gives a lesson to remind the student about report text. 
Then the researcher explained to the students what they should prepare for the 
next meeting. The learning activity finished at 10.15. The teacher asked the students 
to pray together. After praying together the researcher said thanks to them. Then the 
teacher closed the class by saying hamdallah together . 
 
 
 
 
 
SCRIPT OF CLASSROOM OBSERVATION 
 
FIRST OBSERVATION 
Day, Date : Wednesday, 19
th
 October 2016 
Time  : 10.10- 11.30 WIB 
T : Teacher 
S : Student 
 
Classroo
m 
activity 
UTTERANCES 
OPENIN
G 
T Assalamualaikum wr. Wb 
S Wa'alaikumsalam warrahmatullahi wabarokatuh 
T Good morning students? 
S Good morning, Miss. 
T How are you today? 
S I'm fine, and you? 
T I'm fine too. Thank you. 
S Thank you too.. 
T You're welcome bukan thank you too 
S I miss you (laugh) 
T Stttt.. perkenalkan dulu. Mbak-mbak yang di belakang itu temen 
saya dari IAIN Surakarta. 
 Mereka mau penelitian disini tentang pelajaran bahasa inggris 
kelas 9. 
 Ok..mau perkenalan dulu? 
S Nggeh bu, maju ke depan!! 
R Hallo everybody, my name is Kurnia. I'm from IAIN Surakarta. 
And she is my friend. Her name is Fatma. 
S Tiyang pundi mbak ?  
R Solo 
T Is it enough? Untuk perkenalannya? 
S Status? Riwayat pendidikan? 
R Riwayat pedidikan, TK di karanganyar, SD di karanganyar, Smp 
 
 
 
 
di karanganyar, SMA di Solo, dan kuliah di Solo. 
T Jadi saya dan teman say minta tolong partisipasinya. 
T Oke… sesuai keinginan kalian. Kita akan belajar di ruang 
multimedia. Tapi saya butuh LCD. Minjemnya dimana, ya? 
S TU bu.. Sama Ompreng..reng reng reng (all is laughing) 
T Kalo di TU biasanya sama siapa? 
S Pak sigit .. Pak Anang.. Pak Sa'id.. Pak Kamal 
 Tak pinjamkan bu.. 
T Yaudah, silahkan di pinjamkan. Saya tunggu di ruang 
multimedia. 
S Ok bu. 
 Bu, mbeto buku? 
T Iya, buku sama LKS nya di bawa. 
S Siap.. 
CORE 
T Ini berpasangan saja ya? 
 Berpasangan tugasnya. Nanti diperhatikan ini teks. Pada bawa 
kamus enggak? 
S Enggaaakk 
S Udah pinter kok bu.. 
S
2 
Enggak bawa bu. 
S
3 
Tadi katanya baa buku sama LKS aja bu?. 
T Di kelas ada enggak? 
S Ada.. 
T Silahkan perwakilan salah satu ambil semua kamus yang ada 
di kelas.. Satu atau dua orang saja. 
S Ayo ayo ayo.. 
S Sel, nang slorok… 
S
2 
Quack.. Quack..quack… 
T Nanti kalian tulis, tugas kelompok, tulis di kertas terus di 
identifikasi. Mana yang generic structurnya. Itu kan ada dua, 
identification sama general clasification. (while writing in the 
blackboard) 
S Report (pronounce: repↄ:t) 
T Report (pronounce: rI'pↄ:t, the teacher's justified) 
 Nanti kalian tulis .. 
S Bu.. Bu.. ( a student is interrupt) 
T ..mana yang  general clasification mana yang descripton dari teks 
tersebut. 
 
 
 
 
 Seperti contohnya.. di teks ini. Saya ambilkan bukunya saja, 
berapa kelompok ini? 2, 3 (counting). Ikut saya!! (while 
pointing a student. 
 THEY CAME OUT 
S (she moves close to the S without say anything) 
 THE TEACHER CAME IN 
T Ini nanti saya pinjemi, satu kelompok satu. Jadi, satu kelompok 
dua orang. Disitu ada contoh report text dan contoh cara 
membedakan 
 General clasification sama description-nya. Masih kurang? 
Kurang satu? 
S Udah bu 
T Buka halaman 35. Bisa diihat contohnya! 
 Ok,, udah dapet semua? Halaman 35 itu ada contoh report text 
tentang rock music. Itu ada general clasification sama description-
nya. 
 Nha.. Tugasnya nanti, kalian tulis textnya. Disitu nanti kalian 
seperti inikan (writing). General clasificationnya mana, 
description-nya mana. 
 Terus, habis itu nanti kalian kasih alasannya kenapa yang ini 
general klasifikasi, mengapa yang ini di sebut deskripsi. 
 Kan kemaren sudh saya ksih pengertiannya. Deskripsi itu 
mengandung ini..ini.. Ini..kalo identification ada di catatan. 
T Ada kan di catatan itu? Misalkan general clasification itu 
mengandung ini.  
 Misalkan kalo di eart (missing) ini yang bagian utama merupakan 
geeral clasificatin. Karena masih menjelaskan tentang benua itu 
secara umum. 
  Tetapi kalau yang bagian keduanya, bagian paragraf keduanya,itu 
kan sudah menjelaskan tentang tipe-tipe benua, terus bagiannya, 
terus apa yang di dalamnya itu.  
 Terus yang selanjutnya itu penjelasan yang lebih mendalam dari 
paragaf pertama, itu adalah paragraf deskripsi nya. deskripsi itu 
penjelasa yang lebih panjang dari geneal klasifikasinya. 
 Misalkan mau buat teks 'Cat'. General clasificationnya berarti,… 
S My cat? 
T Kucig itu merupkan binatang mamalia, itu general 
clasificationnya.  
 Terus, untuk description-nya itu biasanya tentang macam-macam 
kucing, terus habitatnya, terus habis itu kebiaaanya itu masuk 
deskripsinya.  
 Jadipenjelasan yang mendalam tentang kucing ituberada di 
deskripsinya. kalau general clasification-nya hanay penjelasan 
 
 
 
 
secara umum saja. 
 Sudah paham tugasnya? 
S Sudah bu, Insyaallah. 
T Itu lebh mudah. Biasany kalau descriptive itu paragraf pertama. 
Kaya procedure kemaren, kan jelas maa goals-nya, mana 
materialnya. 
 Paragraf pertama goalnya, kemudian materinya, paragraf ke tiga 
adalah steps. Jadi suda urut gitu lho.  
 Nanti tiggal paragraf satu itu apa, paragarf kedua sampai terakhir 
itu apa. 
 Kalo procedure kemaren kan ada tiga. Kaau yang ini Cuma ada 
dua, general classification sama description. Tinggal bagi aja 
menuurut kalian yang general clasification tu yang mana 
 Bagian-bagian umumya itu yag mana, itu ada contohnya juga. 
Sudah paham? 
S Bu, di kertas apa di buku? 
T Di ketas saja. ini ada source nya (open laptop)  
 Teks yang di depan itu teks secara keseluruhan. Jadi kalian tinggal 
menentukan mana yang generalklasifikasi dan mana yang 
deskripsinya. 
S Disalin riyin bu? Terus mangke jawabane ditulis? 
T Iya. 
 Polar bear tau gak apa arti ya itu? 
S Beruang kutub. 
T Iya, itu ada penjelasannya. 
S Bu, ini semua di tulis? 
T Iya, itu kan teksnya. Teksnya ditulis di kertas, abis itu di 
identifikasi mana yang general clasification mana yang 
description. 
 The students are doing the task from the teacher 
S Bu, diartikan? 
T Engga,  gausah diartikan? 
 Saya suruh bawa kamus, jika eandainya kalian menemukan kata 
dn ingin tau artinya kan bisa buka kamus. 
 Jangan lupa kasih alasannya, misalkan paragraf pertama disebut 
general classification. Kenapa? 
S Karna umum.. 
T Ya, bisa. Atau misalnya yang kedua, kucing itu memiliki bulu 
yang tebal. 
T Dita gak masuk ya? 
S Ijin bu, sakit. 
T Saya belum absen tadi. 
 
 
 
 
 ABSEN 
 RAIN IS COMING 
S Bu, jemuran.. 
T Ya.. 
 LANJUT ABSEN 
S Bu, an itu apa? 
T An itu bisa sebuah, seorang, seekor tergantung konteksnya. Kalo 
hewan berarti se? 
S Seekor. 
T Iya, seekor. Masa seorang apalagi sebuah.. 
S  althouht apa  bu? 
T Meskipun 
S Arround? 
T Sekitar 
S Dikasih alasanya bu? 
T Iya  
S Seperti ini bu? 
T Iya 
T Saya ingatkan ya, ini sudah jam 9.20. yang penting ini ditulis dulu 
teksnya. Nanti bisa dilanjutkan setelah istirahat. 
S Bu, related itu apa bu? 
T Related itu berkaitan dengan. 
S Khusus itu apa bu? 
T Khusus itu specific 
S Bu, tulisannya specific gimana? 
T S P E C I F I C 
S Bu? 
T Dalem? 
S Behavior itu apa sifat bu? 
T Behavior itu perilaku, kalau sifat itu characteristic. Be 
S Berarti nanti gimana nuisnya bu? The characteristic…?? 
T Pakai indonesia aja nggak apa-apa. 
S Brown bear itu apa? 
T Beruang madu atau beruang coklat  
S Bu, open water itu buka air? 
T Open water itu perairan terbuka 
S Hunting apa bu? 
T Hunting itu berburu. 
T Sudah mau selesai lho waktunya 
S Bu, ndelok film bu? 
 
 
 
 
 !bu, mermaid in love bu.  
 Bu, anugerah cinta. 
 Bu, dikumpulin? 
T Iya, yang sudah selesai dikumpulin 
S Dereng, bu. 
 Bu, Lenka- the show, Bu. 
 Bu, titanium bu. 
 Kualitas apa bu? 
T Quality 
CLOSIN
G 
 Yang sudah selesai, bisa kembali ke kelas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SECOND OBSERVATION 
Day, Date : Sunday, 23th  October 2016 
Time  : 12.00- 13.20 WIB 
T :Teacher 
S : Student 
 
Classroom 
activity 
UTTERANCES 
OPENING 
T Assalamualaikum 
S Wa'alaikumsalam 
T Ayo..!! 
 Sudah masuk semuanya? 
S Iya 
T Oh ya, presentasi dulu hayo sopo.. 
S Gatau og bu. 
S Maju..maju.. 
S Ra wani maju.. Ra wani maju.. 
S2 Wanine ngepet kok.. 
S (laugh) 
 Emange koe babi?  
T Ayo groupny siapa? 
 Sebelum kita mulai  pelajaran, mereka adalah temen saya. 
S Maju kedepan dong mbak.. Cantik..  
R Hello everybody, my name is Kurnia. I'm from IAIN Surakarta. Tau? 
S Enggaa… (laugh) 
 Kasih tau jalannya.. 
R And she is my friend. Her name is Fatma 
S Yeyy…  
S Hallo mbak Fatma?? 
S Huu 
T (pointed a girl) kenapa kamu milih di pojok? Situ lho bisa (front desk) 
S Gak mau deket-deket sama Fuad, Bu!! 
CORE 
T Ayo silahkan yang belum… 
S Ra wani maju… Ra wani maju… Ra wani majuuu….. 
 
 
 
 
 Ra wani maju… Ra wani maju… Ra wani majuuu….. 
 Ngisin-isini..ngisin-isini… ngisin-isini.. 
 Cie.. So sweet deh.. (when the teacher gives them a book) 
T Silahkan maju mas!! 
 Ayo, silahkan!! 
S Wuiihh (while give applause to the group) 
 THE GROUP IS READING THEIR PRESENTATION 
 ENGLISH TEKS 
G Apakah anda memiliki masalah dengan rambut anda? 
S Tidaaakkkk… 
G Do you have any question? 
S Bisa diulang?! 
  Artinya… 
G …... 
G Any question? 
S Sesi tanya jawab. Saya mau bertanya.. 
G Oke.. Tiga orang penanya 
S Jangan dibatasi dong 
S Saya mau bertanya, apa bahannya dan bagaimana cara membuatnya? 
G Sorry, please in English  
S (laugh) 
G Answer the question in indonesia 
T In english dong.. 
S Cara pembuatannya gimana, prosesnya? 
G Kami hanya mempromokan saja mbak,bukan membuatnya 
T Hayo, gak boleh rame. Tanyanya satu-satu.. 
S Apa kelebihan shampo tersebut? 
S2 Mengurangi keputihan.. 
S3 Bisa diminum 
G Dapat melindungi rambut anda dari kerusakan yang disebabkan oleh sinar 
matahari. 
S Bener ora kui? (laugh) 
T Ayo , yang mau bertanaya. 
S Berapa persen ketombe yang akan hilang setelah pemakaian shampo itu? 
G Tergantung pemakaian. 
S Berapa kali? 
G Lha anda mandi berapa kali? 
S Dua kali. 
G Ya sudah 
S Maksutnya kan mestinya kalo dipaki setiap hari ketombe akan menurun, 
 
 
 
 
menurun, menurun 
 Berlangsung berapa lama 
G Siapa lagi? 
S Ini belum di jawab kok. Berapa lama? 
T Gimana? Udah? 
S Belum, bu. 
S Dimana proses pembuatan shampo itu?  
S2 PT ….. 
S Trus nama PT nya apa? 
G Oo.. PT ne? PT  
S2 Berapa lama berdirinya? 
S Dimana tempatnta? 
G Sekitar Jakarta 
S Rasanya apa aja? 
G Rasa? Melon… 
S2 Berapa lama PT itu berdiri? 
G Sejak saya belum lahir. 
S2 Tahun berapa? 
S3 Siapa pendirinya? 
T Hallo.. Ssttt 
S3 Hei mas, apa saja bahan-bahannya? 
 (noisy) 
T Hallooo… 
S Haii… 
T Satu lagi penanya. Silahkan, moderator pilih salah satu! 
G Anes 
T Siapa? 
G Anes. 
T Ayo anes, silahkan!! 
S Apakah itu sudah terjamin untuk semua kulit? 
G Berdasarkan pengalaman… 
A Fais…. (they ask fais to answer aness' question 
T Ayo fais dijawab pertanyaan anes! 
S Cieee…. 
S Inilah jawabanku..  
S Jawabannya penuh dengan cinta (laugh) 
S Ciee… 
T Yang lain diam ya.. 
S Mbak.. Nyingkat waktu mbak.. 
T Time is running 
 
 
 
 
S Apakah sudah terjamin untuk semua kulit? 
T Apakah sudah terjamin untuk semua kulit? 
S Mas fais … jawabane kae lho mas 
S Berdasarkan penelitian 
S Cieee… 
T Hayo yang lain gak boleh gitu ah.. 
S Menurut penelitian, semua itu tergantung pada jenis kulit anda. Cocok atau 
tidak. 
S Oo.. Begituu… 
G Ok it's enough.Wasalamualaikum, wr. Wb 
 (Applause) 
S Bu, saya kan kecil. Boten kelihatan, bu. 
S Halah kene lho ngarep kene.. 
S Saya kan jujur bu. 
S Kacang ijo? 
S Bu, nonoton mermaid in love 
 S Bu, beneran gak kelihatan. 
T Oke, Report teks. Buka LKS nya atau buka buku paketnya.. Halaman 33 
 Report teks is a teks which present information as …. 
 Kalo yang di buku paketnya itu ada di halaman 44 
 Jadi report teks adalah teks yang menyajikan sesutu sesuai apa adanya. 
 Teks report merupakan hasil dari pengamatan dana analisis yang bersifat 
sistematis. 
 Artinya teks ini menjelaskan sesuatu berdasarkan penelitian atau 
pengamatan. 
S Kaya berita itu? 
T Ya, bisa. Tapi ini dalam bentuk tulisan. 
 Social function, to report something just the way it is. 
 The subject include natural things, environment, social matters, or human 
matters. 
 Tujuan dari tks ini adalah menyampaikan sesuatu apa adanya.  
 Subjeknya dapat berupa gejala alam,lingkungan, masalah sosial atau masalah 
kemanusiaan. 
 Biasanya dalam report teks itu menjelaskan tentang gejala alam seperti, 
tsunami. 
S Banjir? 
T Banjir juga bisa. 
S Tanahlongsor? 
T  Tanah longsor. Tanah longsor in english apa? 
S ………? 
T Land? 
 
 
 
 
S Lenser 
T Landslide 
S Lha iyo landslide. 
T Atau bisa yang berhubugan dengan lingkungan, misalkan tentang hutan. Itu 
masuk ke report teks. 
S Sampah? 
T Ya, sampah.  Sampah itu masih bisa masuk ke masalah kemanusiaan atau 
masalah sosial. 
 Penumpukan sampah, misal. 
 Sudah paham? 
S Beluum. 
T Belum? 
 Yaudah sekarang ditanyakan maa yang belum paham 
S Sistematis itu apa sih bu? 
T Sistematis itu yang bersifat terencana, tersistem gitu lho. 
 Jadi, kalau penelitian itu kan dari awal harus observasi dulu, ada penelitian 
pertama, kedua, dan kesimpulan. 
 Itu bisa dikatakan sistematis, teratur atau tersistem.  
 Dan biasanya report teks ini sesuai dengan faktanya. Sesuai dengan apa 
adanya. 
 Misalkan kalian mau meneliti tentang banjir. Banjir itu dimana, terus 
korbannya berapa, tingginya berapa, dampak kerusakannya apa aja? 
 Sesuai dengan faktanya, itu termasuk report teks. 
 Generic structure. Generic structure nya ada dua. General classification sama 
description.  
 Stating classification of general aspect of thing, animal, etc which will be 
discussion in general. 
 Misalkan dari animal atu public place atau tempat-tempat umum yang di 
deskripsikan secara umum. 
 Jadi, di dalam general classification itu masih penjelsan/penulisan yang 
masih bersifat umum belum spesifik. 
 Terus yang kedua, description. Description itu mendiskripsikan tentang apa 
yang akan di deskripsikan di daam general clasification. 
 Tetapi lebih detai. Lebih detailnya bisa dalam bagian-bagiannya, kualitas, 
habits/ kebiasaan, behavior atau perilakunya. 
 Ini misalkan pada animals. Kalautempat biasanya letaknya. Misalkan Alun-
alun Simpang 7.  
 Berarti  di bagian atasnya, Alun-alun Simpang 7 berada di Kudus. Itu 
paagraf pertama, berarti masuk general  clasification. 
 Terus deskripsinya yang secara mendetail, mkalian bisa menambahkan 
sejarah, pendirinya, yang meresmikan siapa.  
 Itu bisa masuk ke dalam descriptinnya. Jadi ada penjelasan yang lebih 
 
 
 
 
mendalam daripada bagian gen classification. 
 Animal,misalkan mau menjelaskan tentang Cats. Bagaimana bagian 
awalnay? 
S Mungil, lucu… 
T Kalau mungil lucu itu nanti masuknya di.. 
S Sirkus 
T Masuknya di description. Karna itu kan termasuk Qualities. Atau bisa juga 
part-part nya. 
 Awalnya bisa misalkan 'Kucing merupakan hewan pemakan daging. 
S Daging? 
T Tikus ? Ikan? Nah, hanya seperti itu saja. 
S Bu, lha bedanya report teks sama descriptive teks itu apa? 
T Kalau report text itu lebih bersifat umum. Kalau descriptive text itu bersifat 
khusus. 
  misalkan sama-sama mau menjelaskan tentang kucing. Kalau report text 
menjelaskan kucing secara keseluruhan 
 Jadi kucing secara global. 
 Kalau descriptive, kucing secara specific.misalkan kucingku. Itu kan sudah 
specific kepunyaan saya. 
 Contoh lagi, hewan. Misalkan hewa-hewan herbivora sama kambing. 
Herbivora termasuk apa? 
S Report text. 
T Kenapa? 
S Karna masih bersifat umum. 
T Ya, benar. Tapi kalau sudah masuk ke kambing ini sudah ke descriptive. 
 Sudah paham bedanya descriptive sama report? 
S Sudah. 
T Language featurs nya atau ciri kebahasaannya itu hampir sama dengan 
descritive.  
 Menggunakan simple present. Kalau gak percaya lihat contoh di buku. 
 Semuanya oake simple present. 
 Yang kedua memakai kata kerja have dan has yang artinya mempunyai. 
 Misalkan kambing memiliki bulu yang seperti ini, bau yang seperti ini. 
 Yang terakhir, use action verb. Menggunakan kata kerja yang melakukan 
pekerjaan. 
 Any question after all. Sampai disini? 
S (silent) 
T Kalau nggak ada, silakan buka buku paket. Disitu ada banyak contoh 
report text. 
S Have itu untuk apa sih bu. 
T Untuk I, they, you, we. Pakainya have..  
 
 
 
 
S Untuk jamak? 
T Ya 
S Bu, katanya untuk jamak. Tapi I pake have? 
T Iya tapi kalau I pakainya have. Gak ada kan I has? 
 She, he, it pakainya has. 
 Disituada beberapa contoh report text. Sekarang kaliantugasnya 
berkelompok, berpasangan.  
 Cari contoh teks report disini, setelah itu di klsifikasi. 
 Cuma membedakan general clasification sama description nya. 
S Halaman berapa? 
T Ya, dicari mas!! 
 Disini ada 4 contoh report text. Silahkan pilih salah satu. 
 Kemudian kalian dentifkasi paragraf mana yang termasuk general 
clasification, mana yang description. 
 Silahkan ditulis di kertas nanti dikumpulkan! 
S Mana bu? 
T Report text itu di chapter 2 
S Ditulis bu? Dikumpulkan? 
T Iya, terus dikumpulkan. 
 Tapi gak boleh yang ini ya. Soalnya ini sudah ada keterangannya. Selain 
itu. 
S Oke. 
S Bu, ini bertiga aja ya. Yang satu gak ada pasangannya. 
T Enggak. Ini berdua. Kamu sendiri. 
S Bu, di buku ya? 
T Di kertas saja ya. Soalnya tadi kelas sebelumnya juga di kertas. 
S Sini terakhir bu? 
T Iya 
S  Bu, per kelompok satu atau du? 
T Per kelompok satu. Kelompoknya dua orang. 
S Oke.  
 T Nanti dikumpulkan disini yaa.. 
S Iya. 
T Sambil saya absen..  
 Mas.. Minta tolong dong 
S (langsung berdiri dan membereskan LCD tanpa menanyakan apa) 
T Hari ini yang tidak asuk siapa? 
S Hamzah 
CLOSING 
T Silahkan yang sudah selesai dikumpulkan. Lalu kembali ke kelas. 
 Saya tutup dulu ya?  
 
 
 
 
 Ok that's all for today. Thank you for your attention. 
 Wassalamualaikum, wr.wb 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THIRD OBSERVATION 
Day, Date : Wednesday, 26th October 2016 
Time  : 10.10- 11.30 WIB 
T : Teacher 
S : Student 
 
ACTIVIT
Y 
UTTERANCES 
OPENIN
G 
T Assalamualaikum wr. Wb. 
S Wa'alaikumsalam, wr. Wb 
T Saya absen dulu ya? 
 Siapa yang gak masuk hari ini? 
 Ahmad faisal? Ali mansyur? 
T Fina sakit? 
T Emang sakit apa to? 
S Osteoporosis 
 Sipilis 
T Gak boleh ngomong begitu.. Ntar kalo beneran. Setiap perkataan 
adalah do'a  
S Lho kok aku bu?! 
T Tadi kamu bilang 
S Bilang apa bu? 
T Bilang penyakit yang aneh-aneh 
S Lho aku ngomong Sipilis.. Hahaha 
CORE 
T Tolong buka LKS nya halaman 34!! 
 LKS mu mana? 
 Kenapa sih? 
S Gak kenapa-kenapa bu. 
T Halaman 34! Activity 6 
S Sex.. Activity sex 
T Six !! 
S Heh, astaghfirullahaladzim.. 
 Sing nyoting ngguya-ngguyu wae kae.. 
 
 
 
 
T Sttt… 
 (the teacher writes some vocabs in the white boardand the students 
are noisy) 
T Sssttt..bisa diem gak mas?! 
S Yes.. 
T Ini orang ramenya .. Ya allah 
S Ditulis bu? 
 (the teacher just silent) 
S Di apalke bu? 
 (the teacher just silent) 
 A boy is coming, without permission) 
S He..oleh olehe endi? (ask someone to the boy) 
 (the boy say nothing then sit on his chair) 
S Ijin bu.. (came out) 
 (the teacher bother it) 
 (the students write the vocabularies)t\ 
T Sudah selesai nulisnya? 
S Belum 
T Kalau sudah selesai, tolong teks nya ini.. Bawa kamus ndak? Di 
translate ke Indonesia 
 Karna saya sudah kasih tau kosa katanya, itu tunggal hanya tinggal 
sedikit saja. 
 Silahkan di artikan. Ini nanti dikerjakan setelah istirahat, sehabis 
istirahat dikumpulkan. 
 Kalau tidak di kerjakan, akan saya suruh hafalin. 
S Translate semua bu? 
T Semuanya. Yang tidak mengerjakan nanti kena hukuman. 
S Yang bagian mana? 
T Activity 6 
S Oohh… 
 Kapan, bu? 
T Sekarang!! 
S E eh? 
T Ya kan masih ada satu jam pelajaran. 
S Kan sholat dulu, bu? 
T Ya maksutnya hari ini. 
S Nggeh.. 
T Pokoknya nanti di akhir pelajaran kalau tidak ada yang 
mengumpulkan, minggu depan saya suruh hafalin ini semuanya. 
S Halah bu.. 
T Ini kan saya sudah kasih kosa katanya. Jadi kalian tinggal mencari 
 
 
 
 
yang belum aja. 
S Sekarang, bu? 
T Iya.. 
S A long apa bu? 
T Along itu sepanjang. Udah, gampang kan? Tuh dilihat gini aja 
bisa.. 
S Bisa ngawur.. 
T Nah, udah bisa kan? 
S Important apa bu? 
S Carbon dioxide apa bu? 
T Karbondioksida 
S Bu, important apa bu? Takok kat mau kok.. 
 (the teacher writes in whiteboard) 
S Oo, penting 
S Dioxide ap bu? 
T Karbondioksida  
S Kind apa bu? 
T Kind itu macam 
S Bu, tres apa? 
T Tres? 
S Iya.. 
T Oo..itu dari kata Tree, pohon. Kalo ada S nya berarti jamak. 
S Which apabu? 
T Which it yang mana 
S Export? 
T Ekspor ya Ekspor 
S Kindapa bu? 
T Apa tadi Jamal, kind? 
S Tadi.. Opo mau lali aku 
T Macam.. 
S Macam, lali aku. Wis tuo.. 
S True apa bu? 
T True itu benar 
S Use ? 
T Usefull? 
S Using tok og.. 
S Bu,, bu,, buuuu,,,,  
 (laugh) 
T Apa?(smile) 
S Ini apa bu? 
 
 
 
 
T Seperti. Such as itu seperti. 
S Bu, ini apa? 
T Itu lho.. (point the whiteboard) 
S As well apa bu? 
T As well as itu sebaik. 
 Setelah istirahat di kerjakan. Setelah itu dikumpulkan.  
 Silahkan istirahat dulu! 
S Ensure apa bu? 
T Ini lho..(points he whiteboard) 
S Imigartion apa bu? 
T Pengairan.. 
 Silahkan nanti dikerjakan. Saya tunggu di akhir pelajaran. 
Istirahat dulu. 
 Wassalamualaikum, wr. Wb 
S Wa'alaikumsalm, wr. Wb 
 (after break time) 
S  An itu apa? 
T En.. Itu artinya sebuah.. 
S  Such nopo bu? 
T Mana? Paragraf berapa? 
S  Ini. 
T Such as itu seperti. 
  Ini kemana orangnya? 
S  Disini bu..(a boy is sleeping) 
S  Find apa bu? 
T Find menemukan. 
T Ayoo bangun dikerjakan. 
S  Halaman pinten bu? 
T Halaman 34 
T Kamu ngerjain apa? 
S  Bahasa jawa. 
T Bahasa jawa? Emang pelajarannya bahasa jawa? Masukkan dulu 
mas!! 
S  (just silent) 
S  Onther apa bu? 
T Other? Yang lain 
S  Protect bu? 
T Melindungi 
S  Meted apa bu? 
T Apa itu,, gak tau say. 
 
 
 
 
S  Jare wong inggris bu. 
T Saya orang jawa 
S  Also bu.. 
T Paragraf berapa ? 
S  Ngisor dewe.. 
T Also.. Juga 
S  Bu, roots apa? 
T Root akar. 
S  Bu, in dry machine 
T Dry itu kering, machine itu mesin. Jadi? 
S  Mesin kering 
S  Came out apa bu? 
T Came out, keluar 
S  Usefull apa bu? 
T Berguna 
S  Bu, cah loro tumpuk siji weetuk ora bu? 
T Ya sudah 
S  Lho, sakmene numpuk siji oleh bu? 
T Engga. Tadi kan bilange cah loro numpuk? Berarti kan 2 orang 1 
S  Pie to.. 
S  Bu, will come.. 
T Will akan, come datang. Akan datang 
S  Bu, will find? 
T Akan menemukan 
S  There are apa bu? 
T If jika, there are ada, no tidak, forest hutan 
S  Ada? 
T Ya  
S  Cannot? 
T Can apa? 
S  Dapat 
T Not? 
S  Tidak. Tidak dapat 
T (mengangguk) 
S  Bu, usfol? 
T Usefull? 
S  Ya 
T Itu ada. (point the whiteboard) 
S  For? 
T For itu untuk 
 
 
 
 
S  There will bu? 
T Akan ada 
S  Di kertas, bu? 
T Mau di buku, dikertas, silahkan  !! 
S  Bu, terrible apa? 
T Terrible? 
S  Apa terrible? 
T Buka kamusnya!! Terrible apa 
 Terrible itu buruk 
S  Us apa bu? 
T Us? 
S  Iya 
T Paragraf ke berapa? 
S  Terakhir 
T Us itu kita, a lot itu banyak 
S  Sak bangku satu kan bu? 
T Enggih 
S  We will apa bu? 
T We apa? 
S  We? Mereka 
T We? 
S  Kami 
T Ya. Will? 
S  Akan 
T Coming itu datang kalau came out itu keluar. 
S  Bu, terrible flood? 
T Flood banjir, terrible buruk sekali. Berarti? 
S  Banjir buruk sekali. 
T Itu dibuatkata-kata yang pantas. 
S  Important apa bu? 
T PENTING!! 
S  Kandani penting kok 
S  Be apa bu? 
T Be? There will be, akan ada 
S  Made apa bu? 
T Membuat 
S  Very apa bu? 
T Sangat 
S  The trees of the forest 
T Kamu sampai mana to? 
 
 
 
 
S  Paragraf 3 
T Pohon-pohon di hutan 
S  Which? 
T Which itu yang 
S  Yang buat air 
T Eh, air itu apa? 
S  Water 
T Water itu air, kalau air? 
S  Pesawat?udara? 
T Nah.. 
S  Rain itu apa 
T Rain itu hujan 
T Yang mana? 
S  Ini 
T Disesuaikan dengan konteks kalimatnya cari kata yang patut biar 
gak aneh 
 Kamu udah selesai? 
S  Udah 
S  Pure apa bu? 
T (points the whiteboard) 
S  Murni. 
S  Needed apa bu? 
T Berasal dari kata need. Need apa tadi? 
S  Send apa bu? 
T Send mengirim 
S  Rain water. 
T Rain water? Air hujan 
S  Needed apa bu? 
T Needed apa tadi? 
S  Membutuhkan 
S  Gren apa bu? 
T Ground.. Underground apa? Bawah tanah. Ground tanah. 
S  Hear? 
T Mana? Oh heard? 
S  Water will come out? 
T Water apa? 
S  Air 
T Will akan, come out keluar. 
S  Us for pa bu? 
T For us, untuk kita. 
 
 
 
 
S  Bu, metengi bu. 
 Bu, lairan bu! 
 Bu, fores itu apa bu? 
T For us itu untuk kita. For untuk us kita. 
S  Bu left apa bu? 
T Lives? 
S  Nggeh 
T Kehidupan 
S  Bu, nak nang tv live ki artine langsung ki bu! Haha. 
 Ensure apa bu?  
 Us lot apa bu 
T Us itu kita, a lot itu banyak 
S  Live itu apa bu? 
T (just points the word lives in the whiteboard) 
S  Astaghfirullah 
 If there are no forest? 
T If jika, there are ada, no tidak, forest hutan 
S  Thing apa bu? 
T Thing itu sesuatu. 
S  Sold? 
T Shoud! Should itu hampir samadengan have to artinya harus. 
S  Canot? 
T Can't itu tidak dapat. 
S  Ensiur apa bu? 
T (point the word 'ensure' in the whiteboard) 
S  Send bu?'' 
T Mengirim 
S  Which? 
T Yang mana. 
S  There 
T Ada. There will be akan ada. 
S  Make? 
T Make itu membuat 
S  Thing ? 
T Thing itu sesuatu. 
 (some one try to enter the class) 
T Ee..mbok jangan gitu to mas! 
CLOSIN
G 
T Ayo dikumpulkan! Berdoa dulu. 
 Ayo berdoa 
 (they are praying together) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
T Assalamualaikum, wr. Wb 
S  Bu, salim bu. 
 
 
 
 
FORTH OBSERVATION 
Day, Date : Sunday, 30
th 
 October 2016 
Time  : 12.00- 13.20 WIB 
T : Teacher 
S : Student 
 
Classroom 
activity 
UTTERANCES 
OPENING 
T : Good Morning students? 
S : Good morning, Miss. 
T : How are you today? 
S: I‟m fine, thank you. And you? 
T : very well, thank you. Who is absent today? 
S : no 18 bu.  
S: Hana masuk bu. 
S :Abi,  
T :Abi. 
S: Sarah 
T: Sarah 
S: fatkhur 
T: fatkhur 
S: Ibnu. 
T: Ibnu  
T : Abi, Sarah, Fatkhur, Ibnu..lalu.. 
S: febri… 
S: bu, wisnu bu.. 
T: kalian berapa to jumlahnya? 
S: 36 
T:  1, 2…. (menghitung) 
 (ada guru lain masuk) 
T : Assalamualaikum… 
T: waalaikumsalam.. 
T: Vino…? (memmanggil) 
Vino: iya.. (maju ke depan) 
T: Bimo? 
S :Bim.. bimo.. (ikut memanggil) 
 (Bimo maju ke depan) 
T: ini adalah jadwal agenda minggu depan. Tolong jangan sampai 
 
 
 
 
hilang nggeh? 
S: oke. 
S: juli? 
T: dan tidak ada sms-sms lagi ya?! Biasanya kan tanya, bu masuke 
kapan, ini kapan, lihat ini ya? 
S: iya.. 
S : bu, kok aku rung entuk? 
T : Ssshh.. dilanjutkan nanti ya itu. Sekarang dimasukkan di tas. 
Intinya kita masuk ajaran baru bulan juli. Manut sini aja! wis? 
S: aku rung dapet og. 
T: itu yang belakang itu mbok ke depan to! Yok! 
S: emoh.. 
T: lha ngopo? 
S: ndang kono lho kesempatan nggo nyedaki siti. 
S: waa,, bahaya iki.. 
T: yoo.. wis. Ayo mas, depan di kebaki sik! Tak kon maju dewe 
opo mengko tak panggonke (maksutnya dicarikan pasangan murid 
lainnya) 
S: yo maju katimbang di hukum (kepada teman sebangkunya) 
(mereka maju) 
CORE 
T: cah, kertas soalmu, foto kopian mbok bawa gak? 
S: enggaaak…  
S: bu..ketinggalan dirumah 
T: mmm wis lali ra garap, ketinggalan neng ngomah.. 
S: vino kene wae lho (menyuruh temannya untuk tetap duduk di 
belakang) 
T: bimo.. endi bukumu? 
T: ayo di tokne lks e! 
S: bu aku rung entuk jadwale mau. 
S: LKS bu? 
T: iyo, LKS. 
T: masih capek? 
S: Masiiih. 
S: Kakak kelase sadis bu. 
S: Lha namanya kemah lak yo gitu to? (sambil nunjuk murid yang 
masih duduk di belakang suruh maju ke depan) 
T : kalo lemes sama aku yo lemes cah 
S: bu, agra kemaren nangis kenapa bu? 
S: ngopo gra nangis? 
S : haha ra entuk banca‟an po? Haha 
T: wis ayo.. fifty Nine! Kan materine wis do rampung. Sekarang 
tinggal bahas soal-soal. Anteng, tenang, gaeken. Santai ning 
ghatekne.  
 
 
 
 
 Brian?! Bukune di buka!! 
Brian : (buka buku..) 
  (dua orang murid masuk kelas) 
T: Loh.. darimana? 
S:dari sholat dhuha bu. 
T: kan bisa pas istirahat tadi, 
S: sholat lagi bu 
T: sholat lagi pie to? 
S: tadi mau sholat penuh bu. 
T : wis saiki koe di baca. Dibahas.. 
S: yang mana bu? 
T : yang LKS.    
S: nomer berapa, Miss? 
T: (nampak kesal) 
S: 59.. 
T: makane di gathekne.. 
S: kupinge I lho.. 
T: PAGE FIFTY NINE!! FIFTY NINE. Fifty nine itu berapa? 
S: lima puluh sembilan 
T: kae mburi ora omong wae. Ora omong wae gek ndang di buka 
LKS e! 
T: yok..(menyuruh siswa paling pojok depan untuk membaca soal 
nomor satu) 
 Sttt.. disimak liyane!! 
S: SOAL 
T: what is the text about? Teks nya ini tentang apa? 
S: exercise. 
T: if you want to be healthy. Artinya apa? 
S: jika ingin sehat. 
T: nah, jika kalian ingin sehat, harus ngapain? 
S: olahraga. 
T: disini apa pilihannya.. go to bed early at night, wake up early in 
the morning. Go to bed and wake up early apa artinya? 
S: tidur malam dan bangun pagi.. 
T: mm.. bangun pagi dan tidur lebih awal. Ok, what else? You also 
have to take a bath at least twice a day. Apa artinya? 
S: rajin mandi.. 
T: harus mandi minimal dua kali sehari, lalu have meal regularly.. 
apa artinya. 
S: makan, makanan yang sehat. 
T : makan secara teratur. From breakfast, apa breakfast? 
S: sarapan 
T: lunch  
 
 
 
 
S: makan siang 
T: and dinner. 
S: dan makan malam. 
T: and if you are tired you have to take a rest. Tired itu apa? 
 (murid tidak ada yang tahu, guru memberi contoh lain) 
T: after go to tawangmangu, I feel tired.  
S: capek  
T: Naahhh. Do you still tired? (ask the teacher to student) 
   Masih capek? 
S: Masiiihhh… 
S: yes, I‟m still tired 
T: hah?? Koe do ngopo to cah neng kono? 
S: bersih bersih… disiksa bu.. kon push up ping limo bu 
T: lha kenapa kon puh up? 
S : jane yo ra ngopo-ngopo.. 
T: e tak kandani.. jenenge wae kemah. Kalian pernah kemah 
sebelumnya? 
S : belum pernah. 
T : jamanmu iki kemah wis penak banget. Turumu nggone wis 
penak banget. Ono kolam renange. Kalo bu hesti dulu, nek 
jenenge kemah kui bener-bener neng lapangan. Lha wong koyo 
ngono we sambat no. 
S : akeh semut yo bu. Turu dirubung semut. 
S : mergane kan manis. Haha 
T : rapopo, pengalaman..kalian dapat pengalaman apa disana? 
S: bocah kesurupan.. nganti nangis-nangis. 
T : eh temen kalian fatkhur gimana sekarang?  
S : gatau bu. 
S : udah sehat bu. 
T : udah dibawa pulang? 
S: udah bu, tapi masih lemas. 
T : udah jenguk? 
S : belum. 
T : nanti jenguk lho ya! Bareng bareng karo koncone. 
S :iya bu, nanti pulang. 
T : salam ya buat si fatkhur. Yuk lanjut!If you are tired, you should 
have to take a rest. Jika kamu capek, beristirahat. Don‟t force 
yourself to work till midnight. Jangan paksa dirimu untuk bekerja 
sampai larut malam. You should do exercise in the morning. Apa 
exercise? 
S: olahraga 
T : contoh? 
S : jumping, running. 
 
 
 
 
T : or doing exercise that you like more. Atau melakukan olahraga 
yang kamu suka. 
S : tennis, volly, badminton 
T : what else? 
S : Basket 
T : eat a nutrition food.. makan maknan yang bernutrisi. And keep 
your environment clean. Dan menjaga lingkungan agar tetap bersih. 
Ok, number one Mbak!! 
S : (read the question) 
T: is one not suggested. Yang tidak disarankan, apa? 
 To eat too much. Makan terlalu banyak. Oke, next!! 
S : (read the question) 
T: the word exercise, means.. 
S : thinking 
T : thinking itu berfikir. Doing test? Mengerjakan tes. 
S: tri kui lho (menunjuk salah satu temannya). Kui pak‟e jenenge Tri. 
T : lha ngopo yen pak‟e jenenge Tri? Masalah?. Pake agung kui sopo 
cah jenenge? 
S :Yatno.. 
T : ngopo to dadak nganggo jenenge pak‟e? lanjut! 
T : according to the text, when we should have to take a rest? 
Number four? When I feel..? 
S : tired. 
T : iya, ketika saya merasa lelah. Lanjut!! 
S : (read the question) 
T : haloo… haloo…(minta perhatian) 
S : hai.. 
T : OK. Mr. Basuki is a director of a publishing company in this city. 
Pak Basuki adalah seorang direktur perusahaan penerbitan di kota 
ini. This company publishes many kinds of books. Perusahaan ini 
menerbitkan berbagai jenis buku. In this company, Mr. Basuki has 
many manager. Dalam perusahaan ini, Mr. Basuki memiliki banyak 
manajer. Mr. Parker as a news manajer, Mr. Condro as a production 
manager, and Mrs. Paul as a personal manager. This company also… 
many other people. Perusahaan ini juga mempunyai banyak 
karyawan. Thirtteen people. How is it?  
S : tiga puluh tiga 
T : thirtheen? 
S : tiga belas 
T: nah, tiga belas. 
S : wiih.. sing ngajari aku mau 
T : thirtheen people bekerja sebagai… five people bekerja sebagai 
author. Author itu penulis. Ten people work as a setter. Six people… 
 
 
 
 
S : enam.. 
T : oke enam.. oke number five!! 
S : (read the question of number six and the anser is C) 
T : oke C,  a director. Next number six!! 
S : (read the question) 
T : iki kok panas men to cah, kamarmu opo renek kipas angine? 
S : itu lho bu. (sambil menunjuk kipas angin yang ternyata hanya 
diarahkan pada salah satu murid) 
T : we, lha kok koe penak men. Wis kipasan dewe, panggon dewe. 
LKS mu endi? Ra nggowo? 
S : iki lho bu. 
T : Buka!! 
T : what does the company… 
S : C 
T : ya publishing some books. Next!! 
S : (read..) 
T : Mr. Condro is opo? 
S : Production Manager 
T : Production Manager. Berarti yang D 
T : ayo koe moco genti!! 
S : saya aja bu. 
T : kamu?? sekarang no 8 yok.. 
S : (read..) 
T : what is the text about? 
S : C 
T : tentang bunga. Bunga itu kan ada banyak. Tapi, in this text ini 
kan menceritakan tentang Rose. 
What kind of the text is? Descriptive. Descriptive iku tentang apa to. 
Tentang pemaparan. Contoh mendekripsikan Selfi. Selfi is not 
always tae a picture, but she is a girl in this class. Kalo narrative itu 
tentang apa? Example : cinderella, snow white. Kalo recount ? 
Menceritakan masa lalu. 
S : jawabannya apa bu? 
T : lha weki LKS mu endi to le le. Hai, dengarkan ini tu bahas ya ora 
mung ngerti jawabane tok. Yen mung pengen ngerti jawaban, saya 
bisa kok kasih kalian jawaban. Makane ini biar kamu mudheng. 
Recount tadi apa? 
S : menceritakan masa lalu. 
T : example. Contohnya apa? 
S : Lupa.  
T : Procedure text? 
Kemaren kan udah buat itu lho, yang kelompok itu lho. 
S : yang how itu Miss. 
 
 
 
 
T : iya, how to make apa? 
S: orange juice, fried rice, ice tea. 
T : ok, next!! 
S: (read the question..) 
T : they study from 7 am until 12.45 (a quarter to one). Kalian tidak 
pernah belajar membaca jam to? 
  Yo langsung!! Number twelve. 
S : nomer berapa bu? 
S : dua belas 
S : dua belas bu? (minta penjelasan) 
T : wong sing neng kene we krungu lho. 
S : (read the question..) 
T : ok.. how many classroom? 
S : eighteen 
T : ya delapan belas. Next! 
S : (read the question..) 
T: mbok sing banter, Bim!! 
S : A miss, jawabannya. 
T : A? Over lho. Over itu berakhir. 
S : Seven, C 
T : pulangnya jam berapa? 
S : D miss. 
T : iya, D. a quarter to one. Jam satu kurang seperempat. Kalo C itu 
berapa. A quarter to twelve?  
S : setengah 12. 
T: duabelas kurang seperempat. Kalo a quarter past nine? 
S : sembilan lebih 30 
T : sembilan  lebih seperempat.  Ok next! 
S : (read the question..)  
T :the student, Ya. Number fiftheen! 
 S : (read the question..)  
T : ada berapa ruangan ruang kelas? 
S : 32 
T : Ok next. Seventeen!!  
S : (read the question..) 
T : the student goes to the … in the break time to share with their 
friends. 
Share with friends, ngobrol sama temen. Nengendi? Teks nya dibuka 
paling bawah sendiri. 
S : Cafetaria. 
Oke next. Number seventeen! 
S : (read the question..) 
T : identification. Identification itu yang pertama. Biasanya di awal 
 
 
 
 
paragraf. 
 Yang awal-awal descriptive text itu apa? 
S : A 
T  : yes, yang A. an elephant is one of.. animal. Kalau yang B itu 
recount text. Next! 
S :  (read the question) 
S : nomor piro? 
S : 18 
 T : jawabannya apa? 
S : C 
T :yok lanjut.. 
S : saya bu? 
T : yo iyo wong kowe neng kono 
S : (reads the question)  
T : ini apa? 
S : A 
T : …. No, I don‟tlike. Tidak, saya tidak suka. Berarti like or dislike? 
S : dislike. 
T : Ya. Kalo cooking itu apa? 
S : cooking itu memasak. 
T : Next!! 
S : (Reads the question) 
T : Sing banter koyo yen pas rame ngono kae lho. Sing banter!!  
 Diwoco rasah kesusu sing banter!! 
S : B 
T : can you hep me, bisakah kamu membantuku……… Sorry, I 
cant,maaf saya tidak bisa. Next twenty one!! 
S : (reads the question) 
T : Ssssttt… 
S : C bu. 
T : do you know that .. is sick? Apakah kamu tahu bahwa ayah.. 
sakit? He has been in the hospital, dia berada di rumah sakit. For a 
week,selama seminggu. If you have time.. apa? Malah gojek dewe 
toooo.. 
S : C bu. 
T : kalau kalian mendengar temenmu sakit. Kalian gimana? 
S : I‟m sorry to hear that. 
T : ya, I‟m sorry to hear that. Ok, next! 
S : ada tamu bu.. 
 (someone‟s coming) 
T : ya, silahkan masuk!! 
 (She want to gives an announcement) 
Assalamualaikum, wr.wb 
 
 
 
 
Mohon perhatiannya. Besok kepada Pinru dan Wapinru jangan 
pulang dulu. Besok bawa baju olahraga. Besok yang colut, bersihin 
halaman dan kamar mandi. 
T  : sopo kene Pinru karo Wapinru? 
S : Ini pinru, bu. (points his friend) 
T : Hallo.. 
S : hai… 
 T : oke next. Twenty two!! 
S : reads the question. 
S : dibaca bu? 
T: Iyaa.. 
S : Iyaa.. (imitate the teacher) 
T : ambune kok entut to cah? 
S : Iki bu, biasane sing ngentut. 
T : Ho‟o to? Yo ora ngono kui to yo.. 
S : lha katimbang mlebu rumah sakit bu 
T : (laugh) ealah.. sing ngetokke bahagia. Sing ngrasakke kui,,, next 
twenty three!! 
T : Sttt…. 
S : Nomer piro e.. 
T : Jane koe ki yo anteng ning kok yo ra mudeng. 
S : (reads the question) 
T :Siapa yang sholat subuh? 
S : saya, bu. 
S: Ngapusi bohong lho. 
CLOSING 
T: sudah ya, dilanjut nanti. That‟s all for today thank you for your 
attention. Wassalamualaikum, wr. Wb 
See you 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE ANALYSIS OF POLITENESS STRATEGIES USED BY TEACHER 
AND STUDENTS IN ENGLISH CLASS 
 
FIRST OBSERVATION 
Day, Date : Wednesday, 19
th
 October 2016 
Time  : 10.10- 11.30 WIB 
CONTEXT NO UTTERANCE 
CLASSIFICATION 
Type of 
politenes
s 
Type of 
politenes
s strategy 
OPENING - - 
 
- - 
CORE 
1 T 
Oke… sesuai keinginan kalian. 
Kita akan belajar di ruang 
multimedia. Tapi saya butuh 
LCD. Minjemnya dimana, ya? 
PP NATH 
2 S Tak pinjamkan bu.. PP OFPR 
3 T Yaudah, silahkan di pinjamkan. BOR OFFR 
4 T Iya, buku sama LKS nya di bawa. PP SAGR 
5 T 
Silahkan perwakilan salah satu 
ambil semua kamus yang ada di 
kelas.. 
BOR OFFR 
6 S Sel, nang slorok… OR GVCL 
7 T 
Nanti kalian tulis, tugas 
kelompok, tulis di kertas terus di 
identifikasi. 
BOR OFFR 
8 T 
Saya ambilkan bukunya saja, 
berapa kelompok ini? 
PP OFPR 
9 T Ikut saya!! BOR MXEF 
10 T Buka halaman 35. BOR OFFR 
11 S Bu, jemuran.. OR GVCL 
12 T Sudah mau selesai lho waktunya OR GVCL 
CLOSING 
13 T 
Iya, yang sudah selesai 
dikumpulin! 
BOR OFFR 
14 T 
Yang sudah selesai, bisa kembali 
ke kelas. 
BOR OFFR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SECOND OBSERVATION 
Day, Date : Sunday, 23th  October 2016 
Time  : 12.00- 13.20 WIB 
CONTEXT 
N
O 
UTTERANCE 
CLASSIFICATION 
Type of 
Politenes
s 
Type of 
Politene
ss 
Strategy 
OPENING 
15 T Ayo..!! BOR MNTH 
16 T Ayo silahkan yang belum… NP CNVI 
CORE 
17 T 
kenapa kamu milih di pojok? Situ 
lho bisa 
PP GAFR 
18 T Silahkan maju mas!! BOR OFFR 
19 T Ayo, silahkan!! BOR OFFR 
20 S Bisa diulang?! OR URTQ 
21 T 
Hayo, gak boleh rame. Tanyanya 
satu-satu.. 
BOR ORBOR 
22 T Ayo , yang mau bertanya?! OR URTQ 
23 T Hallo.. Ssttt OR GVHN 
24 
 
Silahkan, moderator pilih salah 
satu. 
BOR OFFR 
25 T Ayo anes, silahkan!! BOR OFFR 
26 T Ayo fais dijawab pertanyaan anes.. BOR OFFR 
27 T Yang lain diam ya.. NP IMPR 
28 S Mbak.. Nyingkat waktu mbak.. BOR SMAW 
29 T Time is running OR GVCL 
30 S 
Bu, saya kan kecil. Boten kelihatan, 
bu. 
PP ASCG 
31 T Banjir juga bisa. PP SAGR 
32 T Tanah longsor. PP SAGR 
33 S Lenser PP JOKE 
34 T Ya, sampah. PP SAGR 
35 T 
Yaudah sekarang ditanyakan mana 
yang belum paham! 
BOR OFFR 
36 T 
Silakan buka buku paket. Disitu 
ada banyak contoh report text. 
BOR OFFR 
37 T 
Cari contoh teks report disini, 
setelah itu di klsifikasi. 
BOR ORBOR 
 
 
 
 
38 T Ya, dicari mas!! BOR PWDF 
39 T 
Disini ada 4 contoh report text. 
Silahkan pilih salah satu. 
BOR OFFR 
40 T 
Silahkan ditulis di kertas nanti 
dikumpulkan! 
BOR OFFR 
41 T 
Tapi gak boleh yang ini ya. Soalnya 
ini sudah ada keterangannya. 
Selain itu. 
PP GAFR 
42 T 
Di kertas saja ya. Soalnya tadi kelas 
sebelumnya juga di kertas. 
PP GAFR 
43 T Nanti dikumpulkan disini yaa! BOR OFFR 
44 T Mas.. Minta tolong dong! PP UGIM 
CLOSING 45 T 
Silahkan yang sudah selesai 
dikumpulkan. Lalu kembali ke 
kelas. 
BOR OFFR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THIRD OBSERVATION 
 
Day, Date : Wednesday, 26th October 2016 
Time  : 10.10- 11.30 WIB 
 
CONTEX
T 
N
O 
UTTERANCE 
CLASSIFICATION 
Type of 
Politenes
s 
Type of 
Politenes
s 
Strategy 
OPENIN
G 
46 S Lho kok aku bu?! PP AVDG 
CORE 
47 T Tolong buka LKS nya halaman 34!! BOR OFFR 
48 T Sssttt..bisa diem gak mas?! OR URTQ 
49 T Ini orang ramenya .. Ya allah OR BVGU 
50 T Silahkan di artikan!! BOR OFFR 
51 T 
Kalau tidak di kerjakan, akan saya 
suruh hafalin. 
NP QSHD 
52 S Oohh…Kapan, bu? PP AVDG 
53 T Sekarang!! BOR MXEF 
54 T 
Udah, gampang kan? Tuh dilihat 
gini aja bisa.. 
OR OVRS 
55 S Bisa ngawur.. NP BPES 
56 T Nah, udah bisa kan? OR URTQ 
57 T Tadi.. Opo mau lali aku PP AVDG 
58 S Macam, lali aku. Wis tuo.. PP SAGR 
59 T Itu lho.. (point the whiteboard) OR GVHN 
60 T Silahkan istirahat dulu! BOR OFFR 
61 T Ini lho..(points he whiteboard) OR GVHN 
62 
 
Silahkan nanti dikerjakan. Saya 
tunggu di akhir pelajaran. Istirahat 
dulu. 
BOR OFFR 
63 T Ayoo bangun dikerjakan. BOR PWDF 
64 T Masukkan dulu mas!! BOR OFFR 
65 T Saya orang jawa PP AVDG 
66 T Itu ada. (point the whiteboard) OR GVHN 
 
 
 
 
67 T Mau di buku, dikertas, silahkan  !! BOR OFFR 
68 T Buka kamusnya!! BOR OFFR 
69 T (points the whiteboard) OR GVHN 
70 S Bu, metengi bu! OR GVHN 
71 T 
(just points the word "lives" in the 
whiteboard) 
OR GVHN 
72 T 
(point the word 'ensure' in the 
whiteboard) 
OR GVHN 
73 T Ee..mbok jangan gitu to mas! BOR SMAW 
CLOSIN
G 
74 T Ayo dikumpulkan! BOR MXEF 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FOURTH OBSERVATION 
Day, Date : Sunday, 30
th 
 October 2016 
Time  : 12.00- 13.20 WIB 
 
CONTEX
T 
NO UTTERANCE 
CLASSIFICATION 
Type of 
Politenes
s 
Type of 
Politene
ss 
Strategy 
OPENIN
G 
75 T : Good Morning students? BOR WLCM 
76 S : Good morning, Miss. BOR WLCM 
77 S: oke. PP OFPR 
78 S: iya.. PP OFPR 
79 T : Ssshh.. dilanjutkan nanti ya itu. BOR OFFR 
80 
S: yo maju katimbang di hukum 
(kepada teman sebangkunya) 
PP SHACT 
CORE 
81 T: ayo di tokne lks e! BOR MXEF 
82 T: iyo, LKS. PP SAGR 
83 S: Masiiih. PP SAGR 
84 
S1: bu, agra kemaren nangis kenapa 
bu? 
OR DSPL 
85 T : Brian?! Bukune di buka!! BOR MXEF 
86 S : tadi mau sholat penuh bu. PP AVDG 
87 T : wis saiki koe di baca. BOR MXEF 
88 T: makane di gathekne! BOR SMAW 
89 
T : jamanmu iki kemah wis penak 
banget. Turumu nggone wis penak 
banget. Ono kolam renange. Kalo bu 
hesti dulu, nek jenenge kemah kui 
bener-bener neng lapangan. Lha wong 
koyo ngono we sambat no. 
PP ASCG 
90 T : Ok, number one Mbak!! BOR MXEF 
91 T : Oke, next!! BOR MXEF 
92 T :  Lanjut! BOR MXEF 
93 T : Lanjut!! BOR MXEF 
94 T : haloo… haloo… OR GVCL 
95 T: nah, tiga belas. PP SAGR 
 
 
 
 
96 S : wiih.. sing ngajari aku mau PP JOKE 
97 T : oke enam.. PP SAGR 
98 T : oke number five!! BOR MXEF 
99 T : Next number six!! OR GVCL 
100 T : iki kok panas men to cah? OR URTQ 
101 T : Buka!! BOR MXEF 
102 
T : Production Manager. Berarti yang 
D 
PP SAGR 
103 T : ayo koe moco genti!! BOR MNTH 
104 S : saya aja bu. PP OFPR 
105 T : kamu?? sekarang no 8 yok.. BOR MXEF 
106 
T : lha weki LKS mu endi to le le. Hai, 
dengarkan ini tu bahas ya ora mung 
ngerti jawabane tok. Yen mung 
pengen ngerti jawaban, saya bisa kok 
kasih kalian jawaban. Makane ini biar 
kamu mudheng. Recount tadi apa? 
NP INCDB 
107 T : ok, next!! BOR MXEF 
108 Yo langsung!! Number twelve. OR GVHN 
109 
T : wong sing neng kene we krungu 
lho. 
PP ASCG 
110 T :Next! BOR MXEF 
111 T: mbok sing banter, Bim!! BOR MXEF 
112 
T : sembilan  lebih seperempat.  Ok 
next! 
BOR MXEF 
113 T : Number fiftheen! OR GVCL 
114 T : Ok next. Seventeen!! OR GVCL 
115 T : Oke next. Number seventeen! OR GVCL 
116 T  :Next! BOR MXEF 
117 T :yok lanjut.. BOR MXEF 
118 T : Next!! BOR MXEF 
119 T : Next twenty one!! BOR MXEF 
120 T : Ssssttt… OR GVHN 
121 T : Ok, next! BOR MXEF 
122 T : ya, silahkan masuk!! BOR OFFR 
123 T : oke next. Twenty two!! BOR MXEF 
124 S : Iyaa.. (imitate the teacher) PP SAGR 
125 T : next twenty three!! BOR MXEF 
 
 
 
 
126 T : Sttt…. OR GVHN 
CLOSIN
G 
127 T : See you BOR FRWL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
